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ABSTRACT 

The primary aim of this thesis is to investigate and 

elucidate the octave interval and fourth interval structures 

which comprise the macro "infrastructure" of Hellenistic 

theory and to investigate the mechanical relationship which 

existed between the ancient Hellenistic musical instruments 

and such theoretical structures. Regarding the first aim, I 

shall attempt to integrate the evidence from the sources 

into a cohesive framework. Regarding the second aim, I 

shall work with what I conceive to be interpretable as 

theoretical evidence of practical instrumentation. 
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Introduction 

Ta Harmonika. {TOI apiiov L KA) is a term often used by-

Hellenistic music theorists to refer to the study of music 

theory'. ̂ 

The Hellenistic music theorists will be the primary 

source of evidence for the following treatise. Of the 

Hellenic sources which are useful for evidence relating to 

the Hellenistic corpus, Pythagoras (or such authors as 

Archytas, and the author of the Sectio Canonis, who 

contributed to the theories which we attribute to him^) will 

be the most valuable. The bulk of the remainder of sources 

relating to this topic are Hellenistic or later theorists. 

Valuable sources stem from both early and late 

Hellenistic dates. Aristoxenus was a student of Aristotle 

and provided a treatise on Harmonic in the peripatetic 

tradition. Though we have little of his original treatise, 

Cleonides (1st-2nd century C.E.?) left us with what seems to 

be a brief, ancillary summary of Aristoxenian theory. 

Ptolemy lived in the second century C.E. and provided a 

^ Cf. Plato Phaedrus 268e; Aristotle Metaphysics 1077*5; the title of 
Ptolemy's treatise A P T I O V  L K U / V  ;  the title of Aristoxenus' treatise A P F J - O V L K O I  

OTOixe /a .  

^ A comprehensive account of Pythagorean music theory must also 
include Philolaus and lamblichus. 
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treatise predominantly in the Pythagorean 'ratio 

tradition. Aristides Quintilianus (3rd century C.E.) 

examined music theory in the Aristoxenian tradition. 

Alypius provided a tablature which standardized the T O V O L  of 

Aristoxenus, and he lived 3rd-4th century C.E. Bryennius 

flourished circa 13 00 C.E. and left us with a very detailed, 

though somewhat flawed, summary of Ptolemaic music theoiry. 

Many others of this era wrote on the infrastructure of 

harmonics: the reader may refer to the works cited. 

There exists in common among all the Hellenistic 

theoreticians certain common structural configurations. 

These configurations, the ancient equivalents (or, more 

properly, approximations) of modern keys and modes, 

represent the method of order of the notes within the 

avaTfi^cxTOi, often translated "scales", but actually meaning 

one of two "systems," one of fifteen notes (two octaves, 

ametabolic disjunctive Greater Perfect System) and one of 

eleven (octave and a fourth, conjunctive Lesser Perfect 

System) . The principal auaTT]/xa with which I shall be 

concerned is the ametabolic disjunctive {d  l e^evyp ievov )  

^ By 'ratio' I mean to refer to the employment of fractions to 
describe intervals. Bounding any interval there were two notes, a lower 
and a higher, corresponding to two string lengths which sounded those notes 
(on the stringed instrument) , a longer and a shorter, respectively. The 
denominator represented the length of the shorter string, and the numerator 
represented the length of the longer string. 
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Greater Perfect System {avaTTjua  TeXetov) ,  since the 

conjunctive {avvT\inievov) system seems to be a later and 

lesser important offspring of the former. Henceforth the 

"ametabolic Greater Perfect System", or avaT-q i i a  r eXecou ,  

shall be referred to as the "GPS." 
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a. The fifteen <f)d6yyoL of the disjiinctive GPS. 

The disjunctive GPS was represented by fifteen notes, 

common to all Hellenistic theorists. The names of the 

fifteen notes are the following, from lowest to highest 

pitch: TTpookoi i i^avoiJLevo^ ,  ( - vq)  U - N O I J T ]  U T T O I T U V  ,  i rocpv iraTT]  

T/IRATOJI ' ,  Xlxo ivo '^  uiraTuv ,  UTTOITT) ^leao^v ,  no tpv-ncnr j  fxeamv,  XTXOIVB^ 

liea(j3v, fiicT], Trapafiiori (-09), Tptrr} 5 le^evyfiivbiv, TrapavfjTT/ 

5  L  e  ̂ e u - y n i  v ( j j v  ,  v r j T T ]  5  L  e  v y j i i  u o j v  ,  T p l T T j  u i r e p ^ O X O I L U V  ,  n a p a v f j T T ]  

UTTepfioXatuv, and vfjTrj uirepfioXoiLCtJV. The following facts may

be observed, regarding these notes; these rules accord, 

again, with all Hellenistic theorists, whether of the 

Aristoxenian, Ptolemaic or other school of thought: 

I. -npooXoiii^oivoiievo^ , l i i oT ] ,  and v t i t t j  u-nep^oXaLiiiv 

represent the totto? of two octaves (octave = Std i r o i au j v )  ;  

moreover, iiear] is exactly one octave higher than 

TrpoaXa/i/Jai/o/ze 1/09 and likewise vf\Tr\ Oirep^oXoiLbiv is one octave 

higher than fxiar]. If TrpoaXan^avdiJLevo'? is C^, then iiear] must 

be C5 and vfirrj i/TreppoXaLUU must be Cg. The disjunctive GPS 

extends two octaves. Greek octaves seem to have been 

measured as ours; this is sensible, since the octave 

(frequency ratio H/F'' = 2/1) is the most consonant interval 

H/F = "harmonic divided by fundamental"; in modem theory the 
fundamental is the octave tonic and the harmonic is the note which creates 
a consonant interval with the fundamental and is higher in pitch than it. 
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except for the unison (frequency ratio H/F = l/l). 

II. Seven of the fifteen (functional) notes are 

"fixed" [ E O T U NE )̂ ; eight are "moveable" {K LV ov IIEV o L) . The 

fixed notes are the following: irpoaXaiiPavofxevo'^, uiraTT] 

u-noLTOiv  ,  u i raTTj  /zlcrcji/, i i e<yq ,  i ro ipa i i iaTj ,  v f \TT]  5  l  e  ̂  e  uyf j - i vuv  ,  and 

vfiTTj uireplSoXoituv. The fixed notes represent the octave 

species configurations A,B, and E {v.infra). The moveable 

notes are those eight which remain. The fixed notes remain 

in the same position within the range of the three genera, 

whereas the moveable notes change position per genus. 

III. All the Hellenistic theorists distinctly-

postulated that each of the fifteen notes in the disjunctive 

GPS corresponded to specific respective positions within 

each of the two octaves, that is, they represented the 

notes, in their dynamic or functional form {icaTa bvvoniLv, a 

Ptolemaic term^) , as octave species, or modal, 

configurations. The modal configuration of the octave from 

dynamic ixear} to dynamic i/fjTTj UTTep^oXaluv, and likewise from 

dynamic rcpoa\a.ii^av6fxevo  ̂ to dynamic nearj, was equivalent in 

configuration to the modern Aeolian mode, that is, the 

For example the notes F/C would create a fourth interval; C represents the 
octave tonic and F represents the note a fourth interval above it. H/F = 
ratio of pitch = frequency ratio; the inverse is F/H, = ratio of string 
lengths = inverse frequency ratio. Of. Handschin (15). 

® This will be explained and addressed extensively below (section 1 7 )  .  
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modern letter designation A-A',® commonly called by modern 

musicians the "natural minor scale."'' The reader must 

understand, however, that the designation of this octave 

species configuration as "mode" is inaccurate, since by the 

word "mode" we mean a particular species defined by a tonic 

note.® The tonic note, however, as we know it, was unknown 

to the ancient theorists, and therefore it is misleading to 

assume automatically that they used the idea.' Clearly, 

however, the ancient theorists utilized functional notes 

® By "A-A" I mean to make reference to the "C scale", which contains 
no sharps and no flats. The notes A-A thus refer to the modem notes in 
the diatonic scale A,B,C,D,E,F,G,A', which sounds out the modem Aeolian 
mode. In this treatise for simplicity of reference I use this C-scale 
system to refer to the octave species of the ancient theoreticians. The 
following letters will be recognized as (but do not necessarily indicate 
the sound of) the octave species configuration of the following modem 
modal scales, respectively: A-A' = Aeolian, B-B' = Locrian, C-C = Ionian 
(major scale), D-D' = Dorian, E-E' = Phrygian, F-F' = Lydian, G-G' = 

Mixolydian. 

^ Perhaps the most important identifying factor of ancient Greek 
music. Cf. Shirlaw (17): "If such a conclusion as that of the identity of 
the Greek Perfect System with our minor scale can be established beyond 
doubt, musical research has brought to light no fact of greater importance 
concerning Greek music and tone-systems. If, however, it be unfounded, 
nothing could be more calculated to lead to their complete 
misapprehension." In section /3 I prove that such an identification is not 
at all unfounded. It must be stressed, however, that the identification of 
the GPS with our 'minor' scale can be misleading: the identity is only with 
the octave species configuration A, not with the modern sound of the minor. 
The ancient Greeks, whether Hellenic or Hellenistic, knew little about the 
modern consonant minor third; cf. Shirlaw (19); also cf. fn.18. 

® Winnington-Ingram used the term "mode" in contrast to "key." The 
modes he represents as the earlier conception of TOVOL; pitch-keys, then, 
are the later conception of Aristoxenus. I try to avoid both terms (since 
they are qualified so heavily by modem musical conceptions) , in favor of 
the more skeletal "octave species." 

' Trans, by Solomon (104-5), Ptolemy Harmonics. 
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which corresponded not to modes but to octave speciesfor 

by "octave species" we indicate the equivalent of their 

seven^^ figures (Cleonides' eldrj, axfiiiotra, Ptolemy's TOVOL'^^) 

within an octave, corresponding precisely to the seven notes 

within the octave. It is conclusive that the octave species 

configurations of the fifteen dynamic notes of the 

disjunctive GPS, in "standard attunement, corresponded to 

the modern letter designations in Table I. 

In Table I (p.13), each d i a  r e a a o i p u v  (= fourth 

interval) contains the standard diatonic Aristoxenian 

intervals M,l,l; each second contains the diatonic 

Aristoxenian interval 1. These Aristoxenian intervals must 

be added (1 + 2[2]>i] = 6) . The intervals in parentheses are 

Ptolemaic; since these represent F/H (ratios of string 

lengths), they must be multiplied (9/8 X [4/3]^ = 2). 

Gombosi Key, Mode, Species (20-21) : "There is no modal aspect to 
the pure species. Modus and species are by no means synonymous. Medieval 
modes, for instance, were no octave species; they only used the several 
octave species for a framework after they became involved with remnants of 
Greek theory, i.e. after the late ninth century. They were no octave 
species because they had by nature a final note and at least one more tonal 
focus--something the pure species cannot have." 

Seven notes per octave x 2 octaves = 15 notes, because the A 
octave species was used three times, rather than twice. 

Terms the meanings of which modem scholars dispute, or avoid; see 
below for the defense of my definitions (section f). 

The notes of the GPS in "standard attunement" I shall refer to as 
"dynamic", to be explained below. 
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Table I. Disjxinctive Greater Perfect System in Standard 
Attxinement 

Name of Note fixed/ 
moveable octave 

species conf. interval 

V77T17 u i rep^oXa tuV 'k  fixedi A4' A / l i  

TTapavf jTT]  u i rep^oXcuLuv moveable G 

2% (4/3) r p L T T }  u i r e p ^ o k c x L u v  moveable F 2% (4/3) 

v r f r r j  5  l  e^veyf ievuv^ f ixed-i E 

2% (4/3) 

TTCxpavf iTTj  5  Le^evYnivo jv  moveable D 

2V-, (4/3) r p L T T }  5  L e  ̂ euyni  vo jv  moveable C 2V-, (4/3) 

i r cxpan ia r i i  fixedi 5 

2V-, (4/3) 

f i i a r j i  fixedi Ai 1 (9/8 ) 2/1 

XTXQTI'O"? l i i au i v  moveable G 

(4/3) i rapv i raTT]  f i iauu moveable F (4/3) 

UTZ&Trj  f i eac jv^  fixedi E ̂ 

(4/3) 

XTXQFL'O"? UTTOITUV moveable D 

2% (4/3) TTOipVITaTT}  UTTOlTi i iV  moveable C 2% (4/3) 

UTTOCTr]  UTTOtTCOVi  fixedi B 4* 

2% (4/3) 

i r poaXa i i ^ocvo f j . evo ' ^  i f ixed>t A't 1 (9/8) 1/1 
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jS. Mear j  = Octave Species Configuration A 

The evidence is abundant that the octave species 

configuration from dynamic i i eo r ]  to dynamic v f jTT j  u i rep^oXa t iov  

(and therefore from irpoakafi/SavopLe vo'; to iiear]) is octave 

species configuration A: 

1. Cleonides, representing Aristoxenus' theory (or so 

we assume) at 19.4-20.13, informs us that in the enharmonic 

and chromatic genera," the 7th C605O(IQV) figure (e/So"?; cf. 

elbt] 19.4) extends cxTrd /zear/'? eirl vfjTTju t/Trep/SoXa tuc, 

interjecting that this figure is that of which 6 T O V O ' ?  e i r l  

TO jSapD, that is, whose whole tone extends from the extreme 

lowest note [to the next], i.e. from fJ-iorj {aird ixior]';) to 

iroipafj-iaT]. Therefore near} to •napoi\ieaT] is a whole tone. It 

would be too cumbersome to follow this logic within each of 

Cleonides' seven elbri, but to summarize I say that the same 

result occurs within each of the seven, i.e. iieorj to 

TToipoifj.e(JT) must be a whole tone. As will be explained, the 

mechanics of the disjunctive GPS are such that the only 

interval within each octave which is always a whole tone in 

each of the three genera is the interval from octave species 

configuration A to octave species configuration B (v.Table 

We assume that Cleonides makes reference to all but the diatonic 
genus here, since the diatonic is ruled out by references to notes' 
participation in the VOKVOV. Cf. Solomon Cleonides (301). 
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II, fiia-q-TTapaiieaTj) . Thus, Cleonides' dynamic iiearj must be 

octave species configuration A. Cleonides specifies at 

20.14-21.2 the e'/drj of the diatonic genus. Here he 

demonstrates that the octave species configuration of ixiarj 

must be A, and following upon this, that the octave species 

configuration of irapaiieari must be B, that the octave species 

configuration of TptTrj 5 L e VYfiivcov must be C, and so on 

according to table I. Again I will only summarize his 

notation of that same seventh species, of which iJ-iarj is the 

lowest (20.11), and which he now notes is that species whose 

semitone is d e v r e p o v  ( L E V  E - n l  T O  I S c u p v ,  r p c T o v  5 e  e i r l  T O  O ^ U ,  

second from the bottom and third from the top: The 

Aristoxenian diatonic scale (identical to ours) described 

for the seventh figure is thus 1-M-l-l-M-l-l, from lowest to 

highest interval. This is the progression of the diatonic 

octave species configuration A, as may be plainly noted. 

Therefore, since we know fj-iar} is the lowest note in this 

seventh figure, and since we know that the order from the 

lowest interval describes octave species configuration A, 

lieoT] must be octave species configuration A. 

2. Bryennius makes clear in most of his treatise that 

dynamic p.ear] equals the octave species A. In 2.4.408-410 

and 3.1.470-4 76 he seems to represent the species in error; 

fiiar) acts as the octave species G; I will therefore ignore 
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these fruitless remarks. The tables which accompany his 

treatise in many M.S.S. contradict these remarks. The 

tables at 1.2.370 and at 2.3.406 demonstrate without any 

confusion that the two species from -npoaXo iy i ^avoyLevq  to i i i a r j ,  

and from iieari to UTITTJ i/irepfSoXaluv, are each l-M-1-1-3^-1-1, = 

A-A' ; Thus the octave species configuration of fiearj is again 

A. 

3. Aristides Quintilianus also seems to agree with our 

octave species configuration designation of iiiar}. He states 

that IRPOAKOÎ iPavoixevo^ "...stands to c/irdTT] UHCITUV in the 

ratio of a tone, the ratio in which [Mea-q stands to 

ircxpocfjLeao'; . Therefore,^® the octave species configuration 

of iiiarj must be A. 

4. Ptolemy shows unequivocally that jxiar] represents 

octave species configuration A. In his chart of each lova 

in 2.11, he represents in each column of diaec; and 

dvvafj.eL';. Under the "dynamic" column the notes are 

represented by their functions, and dynamic ixiorj is 

represented in each of the seven charts as the lowest note 

of the following intervallic configuration: 9/8, 21/20, 

10/9, 8/7, 21/20, 10/9, 8/7. Upon deeper examination of 

1.6; translated by Barker (407). 

by the same reasoning as above, iS.l ("the mechanics of the 
disjunctive GPS..."), to be shown below. Of course, i rpoaXaf i l lavdf ie va-U T T & T T ]  

uiraruv represents the octave species A-B also, since these are an octave 
apart from fiecT] and napania'q, respectively. 
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Ptolemy's intervals, one learns that there are clearly two 

general intervallic divisions represented here: 

diatonically, the whole tone {T O U O'^) and the semitone 

[riiiLTov Lov) . 9/8, 10/9, and 8/7 represent whole tones; 

21/20 represents a semitone. We may transfer the 

configuration to Aristoxenian/modern diatonic fractions to 

simplify: 1,J^,1,1,}^,1,1: the A octave species configuration. 

Ptolemy consistently represents ixiarj as octave species 

configuration A throughout his work; at this juncture 

further evidence of it, however, would be premature, since 

the evidence would require us to examine more fully the 

definition and relationship of his 5vu6iiJ.eL^ and 0eaet<;, an 

examination upon which this whole treatise depends; see 

below, section T] . 

5. Alypius, a later source, in Eiaaybiy f i  MouaiKf j ,  has 

l e ft us with musical tablature which lists fifteen TO VOL, or 

octave species differing only in pitch. Each of these 

fifteen keys have each exactly fifteen (disjunctive) notes, 

those notes of the disjunctive GPS, of course. Mearj (and 

i t s  o c t a v e  c o u n t e r p a r t s  T r p o a X a / x j S a i / o / x e i / o " 5  a n d  v f j T T )  

L/Trep/SoXcxLCJu) is represented by musical notation which 

consistently makes it the octave species configuration A in 

each of the fifteen. 

A great predominance of the remainder of Hellenistic 
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music theorists demonstrated that pLea-q was octave species 

configuration A: some examples are Euclid {Sectio Canonis), 

Nicomachus {Enchiridion), Bacchius {Isagoge), and Gaudentius 

{Isagoge). Let this evidence suffice for us to conclude 

that dynamic iiearj is the octave species configuration A, and 

that, therefore, the other dynamic notes correspond as well 

to Table I. 
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y. The 6td reaaapuv Interval. 

In terms of intervals, the most fundamental "macro" 

building blocks of the scale are fourths (4/3; 2]^). The 

remainder of the octave after two fourths is the second, 

Tovo^, (9/8; 1); thus the foundation of the octave is the 

two fourths and the one second, which comprise a fourth and 

a fifth, making a 6 to; -notawv (4/3 x 3/2 = 2/1; 2M + 3^4 = 6) . 

The formula of the d io i  r eaaapuv  and the 5 lo i  i r i vTe  

producing one Sid iroiocuv was recognized by the earliest 

known Hellenic theorists, the Pythagoreans. They utilized 

only the fifth, taken twelve times (3/2^^) to create their 

scale. The fourth interval, in contrast, was recognized as 

the fundamental component in the GPS System by all of the 

Hellenistic theorists.^® They perhaps realized that the 

fifth interval, though highly consonant and properly 

By "macro" building block I mean to overlook the actual smallest 
interval as mentioned by Aristotle (Posterior Analytics 84b 37-39), that 
is, the dieci';, as well as to overlook all intervals smaller than the 
fourth. The fourth (and octave) is the basis for all Hellenistic harmonic 
construction. Cf. fn.18. 

Aristoxenus, trans, by Macran (5): "The earliest students of the 
science, in endeavoring to establish a scale or system of related notes, 
started as was natural from the smallest interval, the bounding notes of 
which afforded an elementary relation. This they found in the interval of 
the Fourth, in which the higher note is tonic; and this melodic interval, 
essentially identical with our concord of the Fifth, may be regarded as the 
fundamental sound-relation of Greek music." Interestingly, the third 
interval (especially major) has become the fundamental interval of modem 
music, since the middle ages. The progression of intervals of fundamental 
importance has proceed towards lesser and lesser consonance! Macran (4): 
"But the relation of the Major Third which plays such a prominent part in 
modem music has no place as an elementary relation in the system of 
ancient Greece." 
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superparticular in the Pythagorean tradition, is actually-

subordinate to the fourth interval, since it is comprised of 

a fourth and a second (4/3 x 9/8 = 3/2) . 

Any interval smaller than the fourth comprised with its 

neighbors only the fourth interval itself; the arrangement 

of the moveable dynamic notes within the fourth interval 

varied according to the genus and according to the octave 

species, but the arrangement of the dynamic fixed notes (all 

of which are on the borders of the fourth inteirval) varied 

only according to the octave species. 

As is evident from table I, the seconds are from 

dynamic TrpoaXoi[i0oiv6fie vc; to dynamic ifnonr} UTTOITUV and from 

dynamic to dynamic irocpaiMiaT}; the fourths are from 

dynamic U-KOLTT] UIR&TOJV to dynamic u i rd iTT ]  JIEAUIV ,  from dynamic 

u-KaT-q iieaoiv to dynamic fj-iarj, from dynamic irapcxfiicfT] to 

dynamic vfjTTi dLeC^uyfiiucjv, and from dynamic vtitt} 

5  L e  ̂ e vy i i i  vo i v  to dynamic v f jT r j  v i r epPoXcduv  .  The moveable 

notes are contained within the fourths, i.e., K L vovfievo L are 

seconds and thirds within fourths. 

1 ft ^ 
The d io t  Teaa&ptiiv and 5ia -naau jv  were considered separate 

infrastructural systems, insofar as changes in the pitches of members of 
the fourth (so long as such changes kept the fourth transformable to the 
1-1 diatonic formation) did not effect changes in the standard attunement 
of the GPS, i.e., the Dynamic Octave Species System. 
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d. The Three Genera. 

Of need of explanation with respect to this treatise 

are the three genera of scales--enharmonic, k v a p i i o v  L O V  ,  

chromatic, K-OV , and diatonic, 5 L6iTovov--which pertain 

to distinctions of three families of intervals between 

dynamic notes in the disjunctive GPS. As said above in 

Qf.II., the fixed dynamic notes of this system do not change 

position from genus to genus, but the moveable functional 

notes do change position.^" The mechanical reason for this 

is that the GPS was constructed by fixed notes at intervals 

of fourths, as has been summarized. The fixed notes mark 

positions on the borders of the fourth intervals, whereas 

the moveable notes mark positions within the TOTTO^ of each 

of the fourth intervals. The range, for example, between 

dynamic note vrjTTi 5 l e ̂ evyfiivuv and dynamic note vtitt} 

Lfnep^oXalbiv represents a static fourth interval. The 

dynamic notes tpltt] UTTep(3oXaLuv and iroipavfiTT} uirep/SoXato^v 

thus represent the moveable notes at positions within the 

fixed boundaries of the fourth interval. Table II (p.22) 

sets this forth clearly. 

Aristoxenus: "The differences of the genera are found in such a 
tetrachord as that from Mese to Hypate, where the extremes are fixed, while 
one or both of the means vary" (trans, by Macran, 199). Also cf. book III, 
where Aristoxenus presents the heading In variations of genus, it is only 
the parts of the Fourth that undergo change (trans, by Macran, 211). 
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Table II. (o.s. = octave species configuration). 

interval o.s. enharmonic chromatic diatonic name of note 

tvfjrr? UTT€ppo\(XL(jjv 

i r apavT jTT ]  
UT te  p f f oka lDV 

rpLTT}  u i re  ppoXa  L i i j v  

v r jTT j  6  i  €  v ya i  vuv  

^KapQtvqTT i  
6L€^euyu iuuu  

Tp  L TT ]  6  L €  ^evy i i evwv  

TTapa^€ ( j r f  

ueuT i i  
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The intervals above the fixed notes which bound each 

fourth interval are shaded darkest; the intervals above the 

moveable notes are shaded light and medium. Marked within 

the upper octave of the disjunctive GPS, the intervals of 

the three genera are represented by the three different 

types of shaded cells. 

In Table II, for practical purposes it is convenient to 

use the octave = six whole tones, though of course ancient 

and modern music theorists alike realized that the standard 

fraction of the whole tone, 9/8, taken to the sixth power, 

yields a number higher than the ratio of one octave (2/1) 

Utilizing the same Aristoxenian/modern interval measurements 

as above (cf. 1-i^-l-l-i^-l/l for octave species configuration 

A) allows us to show linearly the intervallic relationship 

between the three genera as a set of sums, by standardizing 

the fourth interval as 2M units. 

Of the moveable notes, the light-shaded cells between 

fixed notes •na.poijxeaT] and vfjrr] 5 l e vuv represent the 

interval above octave species configuration C, T P L T T J  

5 t e f e yy/xe i/cdf , a semi-tone {^) from octave species 

configuration B, iroipa^iiar}, in the diatonic and chromatic. 

The enharmonic, also, contains the modal 'equivalent' of the 

cf. Nicomachus 9:252: "Thus harmonia consists of five epogdoics 
and two dieses" (trans, by Barker 261). Cf. also Ptolemy Harmonics 
1.25.18-1.26.11. 
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B-C semitone: a quartertone (M). Though it seems odd at 

first glance in the enharmonic to represent a quartertone as 

the interval between 'diatonic' octave species configuration 

B and octave species configuration C, since we would expect 

a semi-tone, the "missing" quarter tone will appear in the 

very large interval between octave species configuration D 

and octave species configuration E, as explained below. 

Typically Ptolemy represents such an enharmonic 5 teats as 

46/45, or similar. Aristoxenus and Cleonides represent the 

enharmonic 6 teats interval as 3 parts; 30 parts = a fourth, 

12 parts = a whole tone. Aristides Quintilianus represents 

this interval as 6 parts; 60 parts = a fourth, 24 parts = a 

whole tone. For the purposes of this table I work with the 

Aristoxenian representation of the enharmonic 5 teat? as 

the chromatic 5 teats H, so that we may use six whole tones 

to represent the sum of the intervals of the 5 La iraacuv, and 

2  ̂ to represent the Std reaaapuv, as explained above. 

Also of the moveable notes, the medium-shaded cells in 

this fourth represent the interval above octave species 

configuration D, •notpavfiTrj 6 t e feuy^e j/cji/, a whole-tone (as we 

expect in the diatonic) from octave species configuration C, 

TpLTTj 5 L 6 ̂ euyiie VQ}V, in the diatonic, a semi-tone from octave 

species configuration C in the chromatic, and a quarter tone 

from octave species configuration C in the enharmonic. 
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Though it seems odd at first glance in the chromatic to 

represent a semi-tone as the interval between 'diatonic' 

octave species configuration C and 'diatonic' octave species 

configuration D, since we expect a tone here, we see that 

the missing semi-tone is provided in the interval from 

octave species configuration D to octave species 

configuration E, that is, from IRCUPOIVIITT} 5 L e UYFII VOJU to UTITT] 

5 L e ̂ euyfii vojv, which is the range in the chromatic of 

tones, TP LTjiiLTov Lov. Thus the end result in the chromatic 

is the same as in the diatonic: a fourth interval is 

spanned. Though it seems odd at first glance in the 

enharmonic to represent a quarter-tone as the interval 

between 'diatonic' octave species configuration C and 

'diatonic' octave species configuration D, since, again, we 

expect a tone here, we see that the missing % tone is 

provided in the interval from octave species configuration D 

to octave species configuration E, an interval which in the 

enharmonic is the range of 2 whole tones idiTovov). Thus in 

the enharmonic the 2 whole tones represent the interval in 

the octave species configurations D-E, that is, 1 tone, + 

the "missing" K tone (see above) , + the "missing" tone, 

the sum of which is 2. 

In this manner, then, it is convenient to view the 

dynamic fixed notes as of static position, throughout the 
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three genera. Thus for our purposes^^ the Dynamic Octave 

Species System, (A = iiear], B= Trapa/xear/, etc.), pertains to 

all three genera equally; therefore the genera^^ other than 

diatonic are an unimportant set of distinctions when 

speaking of not only the octave species of the Dynamic 

System but also of any "macro" structures of the fourth and 

larger. This should not be a surprising conclusion to those 

who view the diatonic as the only utilized genus of the 

ancient musicians, especially of those musicians in 

Ptolemy's era,^" and to those who conclude that the 

enharmonic and to some extent the chromatic^- were 

theoretical offshoots of the diatonic: only those musicians 

with the keenest ears could play in the enharmonic. 

That is, to present the 'macro' structures of Hellenistic theory. 
Such structure emphasizes the fixed notes as foundations. 

That is, if we limit the genera to the "Hellenistic" meanings with 
which I have defined them. There is no reason not to. 

Winnington-Ingram (78) : "In the time of Aristoxenus the enharmonic 
may have been almost obsolete, but the chromatic survived. Whereas, though 
Ptolemy gives his own version of the enharmonic and two types of chromatic, 
we leam from him that the enharmonic and the 'soft' chromatic were no 
longer in use; and the one type of chromatic that he found in practice is 
almost identical with the 'soft' diatonic of Aristoxenus. We can consider 
then that the music of Ptolemy's era was almost purely diatonic, and that 
any check that 'modulation of genus' placed on certain modalities had been 
largely removed." 

In Aristoxenus' time the chromatic was already being used (to his 
disdain) in place of the enharmonic: Aristoxenus tells us that "Theorists 
who are only familiar with the style of music now in vogue naturally 
exclude the two-tone Lichanus, the prevailing tendency being to the use of 
the higher Lichani. The ground of this fashion lies in the perpetual 
striving after sweetness, attested by the fact that time and attention are 
mostly devoted to chromatic music, and that when the enharmonic is 
introduced, it is approximated to the chromatic, while the ethical 
character of the music suffers a corresponding deflection" (trans, by 
Macran, 181) . 
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e. The KOIVWV ,  or 'Stringed Instrument Ruler.' 

Ptolemy, 1.17.20-26, on the monochord 

The string which is stretched across the canon, as it is called, will show us both 
more accurately and more easily the ratios of the consonances, not, of course, in 
random tuning, but first with some examination of che irregularity that would occur 
with the apparatus, . . . and then of the proper placing of limits which are chosen 
so that the limits of those parts to be played in them, by which the whole length 
is defined, might have their proper and clear points of origin. 

On the same, Ptolemy 2.66.6-67.2: 27 

Since there remains che cask of dividing up che harmonic canon co demonscrace wich 
all che evidence che agreemenc between reason and percepcion . . . lee us briefly 
run chrough che deficiencies of this monochord canon. Nothing up co now seems to 
have been invented for che percepcions to judge clearly che cunings derived by 
reason in all cheir realizations, yec chis inscrument seems to have faded from use 
for both practical playing and for speculacion about the results of realized 
ratios. To others, each of these purposes I just mentioned did not seem 
appropriate. It was only a theoretical instrument among acousticians, a practical 
instrument among lyres, cithara, and the like, even if in these instruments the 
emmelic intervals properly composed by reason are found but not demonstrated by 
them...the monochord would be shown to be more deficient Chan che ochers [che wind 
inscrumencs] since each of chem suffices in one aspecc but it in neither; first the 
regularity of che scring is not assured, nor are the positionings of che limits, 
neither are the given ratios of part of the strings correct. By no means will the 
divisions be made according to proportion but simply by tightening the string, then 
moving the bridge until each of the desired notes strikes the hearing. There they 
show the appropriate length but disregard che purpose for which ic exiscs--just as 
wich chose who manufaccure wind inscrumencs. And Chen if che framework is properly 
ficced and che bridge moved slowly, che noces mighc be able co be compared 
reasonably well, buc when che bridge is moved more hurriedly, forced by the 
progression of the melody or the rhythm, no longer will che result be similar, with 
none of the proper indicators being properly taken and the bridge on account of the 
haste not well placed. 

The monochord icavCiv,  in short, is a stringed musical 

instrument which measures duple (2/1), hemiolic (3/2), 

epitritic (4/3) and perhaps epogdoic (9/8) intervals in the 

Trans, by Solomon (29), Ptolemy Harmonics. 

Trans, by Solomon (104-5), Ptolemy Harmonics. 
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form of inverted frequency ratios, i.e., F/H.^® In other 

words, the most consonant intervals were discovered as early 

as Pythagoras' time to be measurable superparticular ratios, 

and this is the natural Xoyos: (ratio, reason) to which 

Ptolemy refers. On the Greek stringed instrument, in 

general, inverse frequency ratios are set forth by relative 

string lengths between the stopping points of the vibration 

of the string, i.e., between the bridge, , or 

fiajadLOv, and the tuning keys, koXXottc^.^® The listener's 

aural perception of the consonant interval inversely 

coincided, theoretically, with the ratio of F/H. 

"Theoretically," if one hears a perfect dto; Trivre on the 

canon, then one should be able to observe the canon as 

having a string 3/2 longer, and exactly a fifth lower in 

pitch, than its counterpart. This is the ideal "agreement 

between reason and perception" to which Ptolemy refers, the 

26 
In other words, string length ratios. Nicomachus explains 

(10 .254) as he summarizes the ratios of the monochord Kotvwv: "For if you 
take a long string at a single uniform tension lying above a measuring rod 
[kanon], and fixed away from the rod so as not to touch it, and if you 
compare the note from the whole string when it is plucked with that from 
half of it, the string being divided off exactly in the middle by a bridge 
or something of the sort, so that the vibration from the blow does not 
extend further than half-way, you will find that the sound from the half 
string stands to the larger sound from the whole--that is, it is double 
that sound, being qualified in the opposite way to the relationships of the 
lengths" (trans, by Barker 262). 

The ^euya is analogous to the bride of a guitar. The koXXoTre"? go 
back as far as Homer,- cf. Od.21.407; also v. Maas & Snyder. For the 

Hay&biov, V. infra (this section). 
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"purpose for which it [the canon] exists."^® 

Based on Ptolemy's description of the kavuv at 1.17.27-

1.19.15, we must assume that it consists of one string as 

its name suggests, but consists of two different vibrating 

media. At Ptolemy I.18.9-1.19.13, it is made quite evident 

that in fact the monochord icavuv is one string, which has 

two different vibrating media; a "moveable bridge", 

[layadLov, is put in between the two other "fixed" bridges"; 

Ptolemy notes that, if the string is of uniform tension and 

of "evenness of constitution" as Barker translates (Barker 

292), then, frequency^^ ratio A/B should be precisely equal 

to string-section length B/A; he states it more simply at 

III.84.21, where, referring to the fifteen string canon, 

with the proper conditions, "...I maintain that the equal 

segments of notes [=strings] will be equally tuned. 

It is clear from the quote above that there was 

employed two methods to alter pitch of strings, a) 

"tightening the string" through noWoire'^ and b) , "moving the 

Trans, by Solomon (104), Ptolemy Harmonics 2.66.6. Cf. also 
Ptolemy 1.5.11-1.5.18. 

I say "frequency ratio", (meaning of course "ratios of frequencies 
of soimd of pitch") rather carelessly, I suppose, if I refer to a writer of 
the 2nd century; but Ptolemy expresses a remarkably intuitive knowledge of 
the ratios of (frequency of) pitch sound waves and their inverse relation 
to respective string lengths--even recognizing the other variables which 
must be held constant, such as density, tension, etc., to insure that 
string length is the only variable (inversely) affecting level of pitch. 
Cf. Ptolemy Harmonics 1.26.15-1.28.5. For Plato's references to frequency 
ratios, cf. Handschin (15). 

32 Trans, by Solomon (145), Ptolemy Hcirmonics 3.84.24. 
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bridge." The "moving bridges", fxaydcd are contrasted 

with the "fixed bridges" and are evidently akin to blades or 

slides which move underneath the strings of the instrument; 

b) the kavdiv, or, strictly speaking, the navov LOV was a 

measuring stick, or ruler, which was placed in a position 

next to the string in which it could accurately measure the 

parts of the string. It would mark off and measure the 

epimoric point where the fiayadiov made a stopping point on 

the string; c) this instrument did not work very well 

practically--Ptolemy makes this clear in the above quoted 

paragraph--and this is not surprising, since, as Ptolemy 

realizes at 1.17.7-15 and 1.18.19-17.15, there are a 

multitude of factors (tension, density, thickness, etc.) 

besides string length which determine the pitch which a 

stringed instrument emits; d) the monochord KOLVC^V had two 

uses in practice, neither of which it accomplished well; 

first, it demonstrated ratios which accorded with aural 

NAY&DIA < I IAY&BLOV, T6, diminutive of . According to Ptolemy 
1.18.15-16, perhaps these were "blades", as Barker's translation; cf. 
Barker (292); Solomon translates the same word "supports"(30). Whatever 
the device was it was attached underneath the string and created through 
this attachment two vibrating media, i.e., a higher pitched and a shorter 
segment of string; the attachment loci were called the apopsalmata (Ptolemy 
3.87,3.90; cf. Barker fn.3.23, 369, & Solomon fn.1.137). 

< K a v 6 v  L o v ,  T O ,  (small) measuring-rod; Solomon (30,31) translates 
"calibrator" (Ptolemy Harmonics 1.18.9,1.18.22); cf. also Solomon's 

fn.1.139 and fn.3.30, where he translates it also as "monochord." 
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consonances which were perceived;second, it (hastily) 

performed with musical accompaniment. The instrument had 

faded from use by Ptolemy's time, for he notes above in the 

quote that "...this instrument seems to have faded from use 

for both practical playing and for speculation about the 

results of realized ratios." 

If the passage is not spurious or interpolated, we may 

conclude that this fascinating but little-known instrument 

is the only known link between the theoretical music and the 

practical music of ancient Greece.^® It is evident that the 

instrument, insofar as it was used to measure ratios, was 

utilized by the earliest known theorists, namely, those who 

utilized the multiplication of inverse frequency ratios, 

rather than the later brand, attacked by Ptolemy, who 

utilized the addition of absolute numbers or fractions to 

express intervals. Clearly, the latter group were a good 

deal more abstract, since they required no instrument to 

demonstrate their expressions of intervals, but required 

This purpose of the instrument is expressed by Ptolemy as such: 
"...to tune by means of ratio alone that which the very musically inclined 
can tune by their hearing" (trans, by Solomon 146, Ptolemy Harmonics 
3.85.11]. This is the "demonstration" of "the agreement between reason and 

perception" (Solomon 104, Ptolemy Harmonics 2.6S.6). 

As Ptolemy makes clear in the quote above, "It was only a 
theoretical instrument among acousticians, a practical instrument among 
lyres, cithara, and the like..." (trans, by Solomon 104, Ptolemy Harmonics 
66.18-19) . 
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only a linear system on papyrus.^"' From the tradition of the 

date of Pythagoras, we must assume that the Pythagoreans 

were the first well-known music theorist-philosophers, and 

they made extensive use of inverse frequency ratios.^® Plato 

was not a stranger to such ratios, either." It was the 

Peripatetic school which finally brought forth the absolute 

representations of ratios, based on sums rather than 

products, those measurements of which we make use to this 

day. Ptolemy, then, reflects the earlier tradition, and the 

instrument he speaks of must also. 

The question is raised, next, with which number of 

strings the kavuv was standardized. I have emphasized that 

the Ptolemaic monochord held one string,-"*" no surprise 

according to its name. We must investigate a greater 

If that; Aristoxenus forbade the use of musical tablature: "So 
far," he states in book 11, "is notation from being the perfection of 
Harmonic science that it is not even a part of it, any more than the 
marking of any particular metre is a part of metrical science. As in the 
latter case one might very well mark the scheme of the iambic metre without 
understanding its essence, so it is with melody also; if a man notes down 
the Phrygian scale it does not follow that he must know the essence of the 
Phrygian scale. Plainly then notation is not the ultimate limit of our 
science" (trans, by Macran, 194). 

As demonstrated in the Sectio Canonis, "an ancient Pythagorean 
treatise on the relationship between mathematical principles and acoustical 
truths" (Barbera, The Euclidean Division Of The Canon, 1) . Cf. also 
Ptolemy Harmonics 30.9-32.23; Plato Republic 531c. Cf. also fn. 39. 

See, for example, Timaeus 3 5b-3 6d. Of Plato, H.D.P. Lee {Timaeus 
And Critias) stated, "The basic principle of his scheme, Pythagorean in 
origin, is that of explaining the observed motions of the Sun, Moon, and 
planets as the combined result of two or more motions" (49). Such motions 
are proportionately related in ratios. 

But cf. Solomon fn.3.30. 
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quantity of evidence pertaining to this instrument. 

In book 3, we are told "How through the Whole System We 

Might Both Use and Judge the Ratios By Means of the Fifteen-

stringed Canon".At 3.83.5-18, Ptolemy informs us that he 

tunes his fifteen-string kavuv by the following method: he 

arranges 7 strings to one tension and thickness and pitch; 

the eight higher strings, he also tunes to one tension and 

thickness and pitch, but different--an octave higher--from 

the first seven. Then he arranges the fiayoidLa on not all 

15, but only 13 of the strings. Under two of the strings, 

the lowest of each of the two sets of tuned strings, namely, 

the absolute lowest, -npoaXoiii^oivoyLevo^, and the eighth, fxioT], 

he refrains from installing moveable bridges. Under 6 of 

the 7 in the lower set he installs one IMCX-YAD LQU ; under 7 of 

the 8 higher he installs a second iicnyad L o v. He expresses 

this process as such:''^ 

But if someone wished for the sake of surplus to fill out the canon with a double 
diapason system to meet every sort of variety so that he would add to these eight 
notes the seven which are lacking from the double diapason magnitude for the 
fifteen in the lyre, it will be possible within our methodology to accommodate such 
an addition so that the short segments left from the highest notes do not make the 
pitches cacophonous and so that the bridges, once they have been put in place, do 
not take their divisions up to the double diapason. We can do this if we separate 
each of the two outer diapasons by the tension and the thinness of the strings, if 
we maintain with equal tension to each other the eight thinner notes from the 
middle to the highest in the tuning most suitable for the mese, and if we maintain 
the remaining, fuller, seven notes again with equal tension to each other but now 
in the tuning for the proslambanomenos. 

As the notes are higher in pitch, the two ^otydSta are 

Trans, by Solomon (143), Ptolemy Harmonics 3.83.1. 

Trans, by Solomon (143-44), Ptolemy Harmonics 3.83.5-18. 
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installed closer to the fixed bridge on the other side of 

the percussion of the fingers on the strings. The two 

iiayad La or moveable bridges are thus at an angle to the 

strings such that their blades'*^ cross each string at the 

proper point to make the proper length of string and thus 

proper pitch for each string, respectively, according to the 

GPS. These two iicxyadLa are simply the ancient functional 

equivalent of slides in the form of blades under the 

strings"''' which are installed at an angle. 

The tuning of the higher seven octave strings is the 

For "blades" cf. fn.44. 

The "blades" are admittedly clumsy fixtures. As I noted above, 
the instrument did not excel practically and perhaps this was why it faded 
from use (supra, Solomon 104, Ptolemy Harmonics 2.56.13-16) . "In the other 
method, wherein it will be necessary for only two bridges to be placed 
under the two arrangements, it will often happen that the strings at the 
ends of the bridges in the middle of the canon will, in the transfer to the 
sides of the retunings, take hold of the opposite ends of the bridges, and 
will no longer be able to maintain their proper lengths. For this reason 
it is possible only by this method to complete scales in which one of the 
designated notes holds one and the same locus in the retuning" (trans, by 
Solomon 146-7, Ptolemy Harntonics 3.85.23-30). In other words it is quite 
impossible to change chroma or genus while using the two-moveable-bridge 
method, because since you have only one "moveable bridge" per octave, a 
change in its location will proportionately change the length of every 
string. A change in the moveable bridge's angle will confuse the ratios 
even more by change of string lengths at uneven rates; and such an angle 
change, though it may create a desired difference in chroma in the middle 
strings, will simultaneously cause the "opposite ends of the bridges" to 
have great differences in string length relative to one another which do 
not accord with any scale. But Ptolemy seems to be saying here that, if the 
scales are played such that one of the strings maintains the same position 
upon the tiay&biov (i.e. if the yiay&biov shifts in circular motion around a 
central locus), then this method may be used. Cf. Barker, Ptolemy 
Harmonics fn.3.10 (365-66), and his drawing of this schema. The only way 
to use this method with more than "one and the same locus in the retuning" 
would be to constantly tune the KoXXoTre"?,- cf. Solomon fn.3.29 (147). But 
the logistics of modulation of genus or chroma in Greek instruments are 
difficult in any case. 

For a draft of how the iiayabia might appear on the strings, cf. 
Barker, Ptolemy Harmonics fn. 3.10 (365-66). 
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octave equivalent of the tuning of the lower seven. The 

eighth of the first set is equal to the first and fifteenth 

in octave species: Ptolemy explains, "... the segment of 

only one of the diapasons will fit both arrangements, for it 

makes the ratio of a diapason in each of what are 

necessarily homophones" (3.83.19-21, trans, by Solomon 144). 

When these two moveable bridges have been installed, 

there are varied distances of lengths of strings, and 

various pitches; but, after demonstrating by this construct 

that equivalent segments of strings at octave intervals bear 

like proportions to various other like segments, when . . 

the bridges have been transferred back, after, as we said, 

the notes have been tuned to the previous loci with all the 

distances equal,"''® the same demonstration of equivalency 

will be possible with the strings tuned to two sets, and two 

octaves, as we started. 

Ptolemy has constructed and deconstructed the 

disjunctive Greater Perfect System, note per note. The 

navcbv is not simply a theoretical construct: by being 

physically 'constructed,' it supplies the basis (though not 

Trans, by Solomon (145), Ptolemy Harmonics 3.85.3. The "distances 
equal" refers, of course, to the removal of all of the fiayadia, so that the 
string length of all the strings is identical, i.e., from fixed bridge to 
KoXXoTre"; . This method of tuning eliminates the problems of the angular 
fiay&b La (cf.fn.44). 
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necessarily standardized in the 15-string form"'') for the 

Hellenistic theorists greatest abstraction of all--that is, 

the GPS."® Nor is it a new construct. As I have shown, its 

purpose and use as summarized by Ptolemy necessitates that 

the monochord navQv is an old Hellenic, even Pythagorean"' 

tool, utilized by those who contemplated inverse frequency 

ratios, in order to "demonstrate . . . the agreement between 

reason and perception,or in Pythagorean terms to show 

the marvelous unification of harmonics and mathematics. We 

may imagine that it was such an instrument as this that the 

Pythagoreans used to demonstrate the progression of fifths 

which culminates in the comma of Pythagoras. 

The "15-string" form is very convenient to Ptolemy because it fits 
in number the disjunctive GPS. Also, he tells us that with this canon we 
will be " . . . adding up to the fifteen of the magnitude of the double 
octave on the lyra" (trans, by Barker 3 62, Ptolemy Harmonics 3.83.8). 
According to Solomon, Ptolemy Harmonics fn.3.6 (143), "By Ptolemy's era the 
fifteen-string lyre had become widely available, so he now contemplates 
constructing a fifteen-string canon." Clearly, the first half of this 
comment is correct: though there is no evidence of such a poly-stringed 
lyre in the time of Aristoxenus, we have no reason to disbelieve Ptolemy, 
who lived circa five hundred years later. The second half imputes motives 
to Ptolemy ("so") and is conjecture. Ptolemy does give the impression 
here, however, that it is a whim: cf. Solomon Ptolemy Harmonics fn.3.5 
(143). In any case we have no evidence that the 15-string version is the 
oldest, but the instrument itself must have been,- v. infra. 

"® Nor is Ptolemy the only theorist to construct the GPS on the 
Kavwv: cf. Aristides Quintilianus III.97-98, and the Sectio Canonis. 

Aristides Quintilianus associated the instrument with Pythagoras 
(III.97): " . . . they say that Pythagoras, making his departure 
henceforth, advised his companions to study the monochord, showing how it 
is necessary to adopt excellence in music mentally more through numbers 
than sensibly through hearing" (On Music, trans, by Mathiesen, 161-2}. At 
Nicomachus 4.243 we are told that the Pythagoreans called the monochords 
Kavdvoe^ (cf. Janus, 243). 

Trans, by Solomon (104), Ptolemy Harmonics 2.66.6. 
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f. e/6T7 and T O V O L  

The term eldrj means "figures", referred to by 

Cleonides^^ and Aristides Quintilianus. 

The teirm T O V O L  refers to so many concepts in 

Hellenistic music theory that the subject requires a 

treatise in itself. I have already summarized the meaning 

of r6i/o<? as an Aristoxenian whole tone. This may well be 

the oldest meaning of the term. The meaning with which I am 

concerned is that somewhat vaguely (and usually incorrectly) 

translated "key". Modern "keys" are distinguished within 

one definition by absolute pitches, which we measure by 

Hertz (HZ) and signify by a letter: If I say that a song is 

in the "key" of A, for example, I mean that its tonic note 

will be a note played on the piano at 440 HZ, or 110, 220, 

880, etc. The important thing to realize is that there is 

no ancient equivalent for our "key", if we are to qualify 

the English term in this way, i.e., with absolute pitch. 

Cleonides 19.4ff. 

Without any such qualification, "key" is an ambiguous term in 
English. Gombosi prefers the German tonart (Gombosi Key, Mode, Species 
20). Winnington-Ingram uses the term "key" as "pitch-key," i.e., identical 
systems distinguished only by various pitch levels. Such "pitch-keys" were 
almost certainly present in Aristoxenus' tovot. About absolute pitch-keys 
Wellesz notes that "The assumption that absolute pitch-values were 
recognized in Greek music is not warranted by any decisive ancient 
evidence. It rests on modem equations of harmoniae or tonoi with pitch-
keys" (348). For a variant view, cf. Gombosi, "The Melody of Pindar's 
'Golden Lyre'" (384) . 
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Alypius' pitch-keys may be an exception, although Alypius 

was certainly not in the age of the primary theorists of the 

Hellenistic era. 

Aristoxenus' 13 T O V O L  at Cleonides 25.7ff. are accepted 

by many scholars as correctly expressed through Alypius' 

notation of them as pitch-keys. Alypius, of course, has 

added two more, but this in itself is not determinate. 

Indeed, it is tempting to interpret them as absolute-pitch 

based and it is difficult to understand mechanically the 13 

Aristoxenian TOVOL (which have so little relationship to the 

GPS, and indeed, scarcely may be fit on it^^) without 

resorting to such an understanding.Aristides 

Quintilianus' TOVOL (also called TPOTTOL) at 1.11. table C 

have also been reconstructed according to Alypius and in any 

case seem to follow Aristoxenus closely. Fortunately, the 

TOVOL with which I am concerned in this treatise are not 

Aristoxenus' but are those TOVOL of the theorists in the 

Pythagorean, inverse-frequency ratio tradition. 

Specifically I am concerned with the T O V O L  of Ptolemy and 

Bryennius. The TOVOL of these theorists as a type of 

Unless you tune the 13 T O V O L  to 13 of the 15 strings of the 
disjunctive GPS at half-steps from one another; you would then have the 
range of a little over one octave, with two strings left over. I am 
certainly not suggesting that this was the logistic arrangement in 
Aristoxenus' mind when he set forth his TOVOL. Winnington-Ingram suggests 
that Aristoxenus' TOVOL may have been influenced by the auloi (72.iv). 

Cf. Winnington-Ingram's intensive treatment of the problem of the 
nature of Aristoxenus' tdvoL (71-80 and throughout his treatise). 
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structural configuration may be associated with the 

"figures" {e'ldrj) of Cleonides and Aristides Quintilianus 

(cf. Table VI). The two terms in question each refer to one 

type of octave species system {v.infra), in which there are 

seven octave species, or eight if you count the upper 

version of the lowest, i.e. the octave equivalent of the 

first species. We will call them seven, for the sake of 

simplicity, and because, as Ptolemy notes, there are only 

seven different TOVOL.^^ Each of the octave species is given 

a name (according to its own individual location or relative 

so u n d  w i t h i n  t h e  o c t a v e  s p e c i e s ) ,  e . g . ,  M L ^ O \ V 5  L O V  ,  K \ } 5 L O V ,  

<^pOy LOV , Acop t 0 f , Y7roXi35/. 0 , Yno<j>pvy LOV , and YirodQp LOV ; each 

of these names corresponds to one of the octave species 

configurations A-G (but not in that order), the same ones to 

which I have been referring in the above tables with respect 

to the disjunctive GPS. 

To eliminate confusion from this vastly ambiguous 

topic, we must categorize the octave species systems. 

Indeed, the lack of distinction between different types of 

octave systems^® seems to have been partially responsible 

for the state of confusion in which this topic has been 

Cf. Ptolemy Harmonics 2.60-2.62. 

Different types of octave systems of notes or T O  V O L  which were 
entangled together in an inseparable net; nevertheless they must be defined 
by their mechanical natures, which are as octave species systems. 
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immersed since the days of the ancient theorists and before. 

The following subdivisions are accorded with my 

interpretation of practical and theoretical infrastructure. 

We must first distinguish between octave species and 

octave species system. The octave species, seven in number, 

ar e  c a l l e d  1 )  t h e  T O V O L  M t  ̂o X i 5 5  t o i ' ,  A U 5 L O V ,  ' ^ P V Y  L O V  ,  A U P L O V ,  

YirokOd L ov , Yirocppvy L 0 V , and YiTo56jp LOV ; 2) the eldrj 

M L^O\ V5 Lov, A05 L O V, '^pvytov, A u piov, Y I T O X06 L O V, Yrrocppvy L  O V  ,  

and YTTodcjp L 0 V; 3) by the names of the two octaves of notes 

of the standard attunement of the disjunctive GPS and 4) by 

the names of the 15 strings of the disjunctive GPS. There 

are seven variations of octave species, that is, ranges 

between border notes which are one octave apart, and each 

range is an octave. The octave species system, on the other 

hand, is any specific category of the seven octave species. 

In Hellenistic theory the octave systems are polygeneric but 

best categorized into these four groups. There are several 

variations of types of octave species systems, and it may be 

confusing, because in the four octave species systems there 

are only two different sets of names for the seven octave 

species, just mentioned. Let us enumerate the four systems 

in two divisions, then, as they are best viewed, keeping in 

mind that they are exceedingly interdependent. 
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1. Octave Species System 1. This system contains the 15 

notes of the GPS and Ptolemy calls the notes in this system 

D W A F I E L " ^ .  I t  i s  N O T  a  sy s t e m  o f  t h e  s e v e n  d i f f e r e n t  T O V O L :  

Mixolydian, etc. It is a system of 15 different dynamic 

notes (=5v uafxe ) of the disjunctive GPS, making up seven 

different octave species: and therefore making up an octave 

species system. Since Ptolemy calls the notes of this 

system Sycd/xet^, we may call this the Dynamic Octave Species 

System. I shall describe each note of this system with the 

adjective 'dynamic.' The system of dycd/xets: constitutes the 

* standard attunement' of the disjunctive ametabolic GPS, a 

standardization identical in all Hellenistic theorists:" it 

contains the note fiia-q and its octave counterparts 

{•KpoaXa.ii^avojievo'^, vtitt} uirep^okaLuv) with octave species 

configuration A, and the other notes following suit, as 

evidenced above. I have given it the designation 'standard 

attunement,' because that seems to be its function and 

nature in Hellenistic theory. It is a system upon which I 

shall depend in this treatise. 

2. Octave Species System 2. This system contains the 15 

notes of the GPS and Ptolemy calls the notes in this system, 

when used within this system, 0eaet<?. It is NOT a system of 

cf. Wilmington-Ingram (70) : "There is only one standard of 

'value,' in Ptolemy as in other theorists, that of the Changeless System." 
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the seven rovo L  / e'i5r] M L ^ O \ V5 L O V  ,  etc. It is a system of the 

15 thetic notes of the GPS, making up seven different octave 

species: thus we may call this system also an octave species 

system. This Thetic Octave Species System may be found only 

in Ptolemy: Ptolemy alone designates the thetic octave 

species, and I have interpreted them as referring to the 

strings and their respective positions on the Greek 

instrument. I shall describe the strings of this system 

with the adjective 'thetic.' It is useful to remember that 

the thetic octave species are not distinguished by sound 

(for that would be dynamic) but by respective position of 

the strings within the octave. The position of the strings 

dete3rmine their placement within the thetic octave species 

system, and for this reason Ptolemy calls the notes when in 

this system 0eaet<7. Because the deaei'^ are determined by 

position and not by sound it is incorrect to associate 

members of this system with pitches. On their own they have 

no pitch but have only positions and octave species 

configurations due solely to the fact that they are each a 

member of an octave system. 

Octave Species System 3. This system is that which contains 

the seven TOVOL Mt ̂OXU5 t O V , AuStoi/, ^pOjLov, Acoptof, 

Y T T O \ U 5  L O V ,  Y i r o c f i p v y  L O  V ,  and Y i r o d u p  L O V  .  This system does not 
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contain any of the 15 notes in the GPS,®® but contains seven 

octave species with these seven names. These are functional 

octave species; that is, they are distinguished in seven 

ways by their relative sound, rather than by string 

position.^' Each member of this system is by theorists given 

its own octave species configuration, either directly or 

through the Dynamic System. Since this system is 

distinguished by functions of notes we shall call it the 

FTonctional Octave Species System. Its members are called 

TO VOL, but it must be understood that these names 

(Mt^oXtJS tof, etc.) are also applied to the elbr] of Cleonides 

and Aristides Quintilianus: such octave species as the e l d r j ,  

though, are in my interpretation not of the Functional but 

of the Attunement System (cf. infra, O.S.S.#4). 

Octave Species System 4. This system is that which contains 

the seven 6/617 ML^O\U5 LOV , etc., the elbr] of Cleonides and 

Aristides Quintilianus. This system does not contain any of 

the 15 notes in the GPS, but contains seven octave species 

with these same seven names. These are distinguished in 

That is, on its own accord; theorists often define the seven 
octave species of this system in terms of the notes in the GPS, but only 
insofar as the notes of the GPS represent "standard attunement', i.e. the 
Dynamic Octave Species System. 

Though it must be stated that we do not know which of the notes in 
this Functional System have "leading" sounds, if any. 
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seven ways. The seven are not distinguished by string or 

position, but by attunement. The strings are each tuned in 

a specific relative pitch for each 6/609 . Therefore we 

shall call this octave species system the Att\ineineiit Octave 

Species System. 

It remains for me, then, armed at least with the 

conclusion that dynamic ixear] (of the Dynamic Octave Species 

System) equals octave species configuration A) to explain my 

identifications of the octave species systems of each of the 

seven e/Sry, (Cleonides, Aristides Quintilianus) and TO cot 

(Ptolemy, Bryennius), and then to explain my identifications 

of the other two Ptolemaic octave species systems, the 

Sut'd/xe and the 

Below I have put into tables the respective octave 

spe c i e s  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  o f  e a c h  o f  t h e  s y s t e m s  o f  T o v o i / e l d r ]  

of the pertinent theorists. I have, of course, assigned the 

above identifications of the types of systems to each system 

in question: 

Table III.a Bryennius' T O  V O L  (Functional Octave Species 
System) 

OCTAVE SPECIES CONFIGURATION 

name of species 1.2.370 2.3.406 2.4.408 3.1.470 

t ciEacion-» cable cable -409 -476 

Ml ( 0 V G G F F 
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A 0 6 L O V  F F E E 

' ^ p O y i o v  E E D D 

& U p  L O V  D D C C 

YttoXCS t 0 V  C C B B 

Yiro0pO7i o v  B B A A 

Y n o 6 u p L O v  A A G G 

Table Ill.b Ptolemy's T O  V O L  (Fiinctional Octave Species 
System) 

OCTAVE SPECIES CONFIGURATION 
*name of species 2.10.64 2.11.65-6 2.15.76-ao 

citacion-» cable tables cables 

Ml^ o k 0 6  10 V  F F F 

/ i 0 6  L O V  E E E 

< P p O y i o v  D D D 

A( J p  I  o v  C C C 

YttoXOS 10 V  B B B 

Y i t o i ^ p O y  I 0 V  A A A 

YtroSup I  0  V  G G G 

Table III.c Cleonides' e' /dr j  (Attunement Octave Species 
System) 

OCTAVE SPECIES CONF. 

•name of species 
citation-* 19.4-21.3 

Ml 10 V  B 

A 0 6  l o v  C 

' P p O y  L O V  D 

Aup L 0 V  E 

Y i t o X O d  1 0 V  F 

Y ' n o < p p O y  i o v  G 

Y i f o d C t p  1 0  V  A 
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Table Ill.d Aristides Quintilianus' 6/677 (Attxinement Octave 
Species System) 

OCTAVE SPECIES CONF. 
4name of species 

citation-* 1.15 

Ml ̂oX(/510 V  B 

A 0 6 L O V  C 

< ^ p Q y i o v  D 

E 

Y n o k 0 6 1  a v  F 

Y T t o < p p O y i o v  G 

V7ro6(jp 1 0 V  A 

Note that Bryennius is the only theorist who presents 

contradictory information regarding the octave species 

con f i g u r a t i o n  o f  e a c h  o f  h i s  T O V O L .  

Note also how peculiar it is that the e l d r j  both of 

Cleonides and of Aristides Quintilianus consist of species 

moving up in pitch, instead of down in pitch, from 

Mt ̂oXl/6 t 0 I'. In these systems, ML ^OXU5 LOV must be lower, not 

higher, than A05LOV; AV6LOV must be lower, not higher, than 

^pOyLOV; '^pvyLOv must be lower, not higher, than AcjpLOv; and 

so on. For this peculiarity, see below for my explanations 

in section 17: I argue that in the Attunement Octave Species 

System it is standard to allocate the 6/617 in reverse order 

of pitch. 

Now, I have provided ample evidence that the octave 
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species of the notes in standard attunement of the 

disjunctive GPS, i.e. in the Dynamic Octave Species System, 

are always configurated such that dynamic note /xearj = octave 

species configuration A (and thus, of course, once again, 

TTpoaXaii^avdixeuo^ and vfjTT] OirepPoXaLuv also = A). 

Accordingly, we see from the above tables III.b,c, and d 

that each theorist considers one specific species, that one 

with the A species configuration, to begin at dynamic note 

liiarj. Ptolemy's YTTo<f)pvy lov extends from iieorj; Cleonides' 

YTTo5d}p Lov extends from niarj; Aristides' Yiroduip LOV also 

extends from iiiarj. Bryennius, consciously or unconsciously, 

includes both of the types of configurations: in his 

treatise, YTTO(f)pvy LOV and Yirodup L o v are both presented as 

extending from [LEAR}. His presentation of YirocppOy L ov as 

extending from niarj {v. Yiroc^pvy LOV = A, table III.a columns 

3 & 4) contradicts his tabular representation at 1.2.3 70 and 

at 2.3.406, as previously noted. Since 2.3.406 (Table III.a 

column 2) demonstrates the correct octave species of the 

notes,--since dynamic iiearj is clearly the A octave species 

configuration--we must assume that the TOVOL graphed on this 

table is his 'correct' one and that the ones which 

contradict this table are his mistakes. As I have printed 

in table III.a, columns 1 and 2, 1.2.370 and 2.3.406 make 

YiTodaipLov extend from iiiar}: this correct representation 
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exactly agrees with Aristides Quintilianus and Cleonides. 

Ptolemy, then, is the only theorist from the table who has 

chosen to make his YNOBQP LOV extend from a note other than 

liearj. Mlar/, however, as we shall see, does not operate 

characteristically as an 'end' note of a functional octave 

but as a middle note in the thetic and dynamic systems. 

It will be necessary at this juncture to briefly gather 

the conclusions due from the evidence I have compiled, 

regarding the structural nature of the octave systems of the 

disjunctive GPS. 

1. There are fifteen notes of two octaves. The 

octaves are built on the larger scale by fourth inteirvals 

and seconds, at whose borders are fixed notes. 

2 . In the Dynamic Octave Species System of the 

GPS, dynamic note /iearj = octave species configuration A, and 

the other "dynamic" notes each have corresponding octave 

species configurations. 

3. There are three genera, each of which conform 

to the general octave species configurations of the Dynamic 

Octave Species System. The differences between the genera 

do not effect differences in the dynamic fixed notes, which 

are built on the borders of fourths. Diatonic is the 

standard genus. 
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4. The navdjv  was an instrument with moveable 

bridges called /xayaStcx, and tuning pegs called KoXXoire^, an 

instrument upon which the octave systems of the disjunctive 

GPS were constructed, measured out and modeled. 

5. TovoL and elb-q were names given to types of 

different octave species systems. In terms of the seven 

subsystems, each octave species system included the seven 

oc t a v e  s p e c i e s  c a l l e d  M L  ̂ o X v 5  L  o v ,  A V 5 L O V ,  ^ P V - Y L O V ,  A U P L O V ,  

YiroXCd Lov , YTTO(t>p0y Lov, and Yiroduip L o v . Ptolemy demonstrates 

that Yirocppvy LOV extends from octave species configuration A, 

dynamic fiiarj; Cleonides, Aristides, and Bryennius 

demonstrate that Yirodup L ov extends from octave species 

configuration A, dynamic fiiarj. 

6. The octave species are defined most generally 

as systems with a set of seven subsystems. In Hellenistic 

theory they are best categorized into four groups, two of 

which are foundationed upon the TOVO L /E ' /dr], = Mt^oXvStoi', 

etc., and two of which are Ptolemaic systems of the 

disjunctive GPS called 61; i/d/xe t and fleaet^, respectively. 

These systems, though distinguishable, are exceedingly 

interdependent, as we shall see. 
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7 ] .  5 v v a n e L ^ ,  d i a e i ^  

One Ptolemaic distinction of primary importance is the 

distinction between notes which may be named bwaiieL'^ and 

notes which may be named 0eaet<7, both mentioned above in my 

definitions of octave species systems. At the onset of the 

Hellenistic era, the subject of music theory was in a mass 

of confusion, as I have already noted. The great theorists 

each made some attempt to organize the confusion which 

existed, by some means, some new concept or interpretation. 

Aristoxenus makes reference to this confusion.®" 

Ptolemy's solutions come in the form of the following 

distinction between notes: notes are either K a r d i  d i a i v  

{diasL';) or KCXTOt dvvaiiLi' {bv vayie l^) . It is simply Ptolemy's 

method of clarification with regard to the 15 notes of the 

GPS. Each note in the GPS has not one but two identifying 

factors: 1, its string name and corresponding position in 

the GPS { = Kondi deatv) and 2, its "personal relationship", 

i.e., its function, with the other notes of the GPS which 

surround it {koitoi bvvoiiiiv) , in standard attunement. I have 

provided much evidence in this treatise that the primary 

factor in the establishment of individual "relations" of GPS 

notes is the octave species set of relations. The 

e.g. Aristoxenus 1.5, 11.37. 
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then, are simply the 15 notes with respect to their 

individual respective octave species configurations, in 

standard attunementthe 0eaet<; are simply the notes with 

respect to their absolute string positions within the GPS. 

Ptolemy (in general) had no comprehensive system of letters 

to represent octave species configurations, but rather he 

represented these configurations by the notes themselves 

when in standard tuning: naturally, standard tuning means 

that (as I have shown) liiarj = A octave species 

configuration. Any note, having been tuned to any scale, 

which came to have the A octave species configuration, would 

then be called that is, fiiar] KCXTOC BVVOIIILV, or 

dynamic iiearj. The note is thus only iiioT] insofar as its 

octave species, i.e., insofar as its function within the 

There seems to be confusion among modem scholars as to the 
precise meaning of the bvvay.eL'i and deaei^. I have interpreted Ptolemy's 
terms as they have been presented by his evidence. Others switch the roles 
of thetic and dynamic notes: for example Sachs states, "The notes of all 
the other scales [besides Dorian] obey a two-fold orientation. In 
Phrygian, for instance. A is mSse by thesis, that is, by immutable 
'station' in space, but it is lichanos by d^amis, or by its relative, 
functional position within its scale" (40) . Sachs' iiior] by thesis as A in 
Phrygian is actually dynamic fiiat]-. for A is always fiiari Kara 5vv6t(iLV; this 
is its "immutable station." Sachs states that iiia-q is Xixovo'; by dynamis 
in Phrygian, that is, Xixotvo'^ as the locus of the one note preceding the 
"middlemost" note (relative iiiat}) of the Phrygian range. AtxcfO"; on its 
own is vague, however, since it connotes only this relative position and we 
cannot denote a note of the GPS without adding to it either -UTT&TWV or -
liiauiv . I would correct Sachs by saying that in fact the "relative" Kixovo'; 
which is the lower of the two XixavoZ in [Bryennian E-E] Phrygian falls on 
dynamic fiiar]. 

There is some confusion possible here, due to the fashion of using 
terms like "fiearj" for so many purposes. Aside from the thetic and 
functional notes which could be called fiiari, there also were iiiaai which 
simply identified the middle note of a figure or species or system. This 
type is not in itself distinguishable from thetic liic-q, which always sits 

at the middle string of the instrument. 
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octave makes it so, within the Dynamic Octave Species 

System. Likewise for all of the notes within the Dynamic 

System: any note which took on the octave species 

configuration B would be called irapapiiaTj (v. table I) , that 

is, TTOipanicFT} Kara dOvcxfiLV, or dynamic irapafj-iari. 

With these clear distinctions of dvv&jjLeL^ in mind, we 

must examine closely both and deaeL'^ in Ptolemy's 

tables of T O  V O L  at 2.11.65-6. We start with the simplest 

TO I'09, ACjpLOv. In Ptolemy's Aupiov, the deoei^ and 

buvotiiei'^ are identical: i.e. every note which is given one 

name for its bvvoipLL^ in the octave is also given that same 

name for its 0lat<? in the GPS. The relations between the 

DVVCIFJLEL'̂  and the DEAEI'̂  in each of the other TOVOL in the 

tables at 2.11.65-6 are more complex but still definitive. 

Each Tovo"^ contains its own individual Sy fd/ze /0 eae i.<? 

relation and may be partially defined by it: 

Table IV. 

Ptolemaic tii'o': (Functional O.S.S.) Relation of Stan.'; & 6ul>6l^l€^•! IThecic & Dynamic O.S.S.I 

ML ^ O \06 L O V  Mt^oXuStoi' may be qualified as that T O V O ^ 
in which dynamic note y takes the place®' 
of thetic note x which is four notes above 
it (counting inclusively). 

Af36 t 0 f A06L O V  may be qualified as that rofo? in 
which dynamic note y takes the place of 
the thetic note x which is three notes 
above it (counting inclusively). 

i.e., "lends its octave species configuration to." 
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IPUY LOV ^ P V Y L O V  may be qualified as that T O V O ': in 
which dynamic note y takes the place of 
the thetic note x which is two notes above 
it (counting inclusively). 

Aup L 0 V  Awptoi' may be qualified as that roco"? in 
which dynamic note y takes the place of 
the thetic note x at the same location. 

Y ttoX O S  L O V  YTToXOStof may be qualified as that roco"? 
in which dynamic note y takes the place of 
the thetic note x which is two notes below 
it (counting inclusively). 

Y i [ 0 < T ) p O y  L  0  V  Y T t o < j ) p O y  LOV may be qualified as that TOVO';  
in which dynamic note y takes the place of 
the thetic note x which is three notes 
below it (counting inclusively). 

Y n o b C i p  LOV Y i r o d w p i o v  may be qualified as that r o v o " ^  
in which dynamic note y takes the place of 
the thetic note x which is four notes 
below it (counting inclusively). 

What may we conclude from such a set of relations? It 

only becomes evident if we attempt to apply such a set to 

practical use, i.e. to the Greek stringed instrument--the 

Kauui/, in fact, for it is our model, and was the ancient 

theorist's also. 

Above I concluded, from the evidence of Ptolemy 2.11, 

that each Ptolemaic TOVO^ contains its own individual 

i/d/ie f?/0 eae relation and may be partially defined or 

qualified by it. How does one view this conclusion in 

practical, instrumental terms? What in practice may each 

rofo"? be qualified by, besides its own octave species? It 

is apfioa[iivov, attunement. Each of Ptolemy's TO VOL (of the 

Fr. the verb apixo^u, to fit together, harmonize with, tune to; 
"the most ancient writers," Nicomachus informs us at 9.252, "called the 
octave harmonia because it is the concord to be fitted together out of 
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Functional Octave Species System) have their own 

attunement.That is, the strings of our Kav6v are tuned 

with seven respective variations, accorded to each of 

Ptolemy's TOVOL, and each of these variations determines the 

exact relationship between the dynamic and thetic notes. 

We may gather the following clue from the word dioet';: 

the "positions" of notes on a stringed instrument without 

frets is determined solely by the position of its strings. 

Each named string corresponds to a position. The 0eaet<?, 

then, correspond simply to the names of the strings, (cf. 

Thetic Octave Species System, above). Thus, keeping in mind 

that we are working with the interaction of three octave 

species systems; if attunement alters the pitch of a string 

without altering the name/position of that string, then 

attunement has caused an alteration in the relationship 

between the bvv&iieL^ and 5eaet<;. There are 15 strings, and 

each takes the name of one of the notes in the GPS. The 

strings, untuned, i.e. left in 'standard attunement,' will 

be in the order such that dynamic •npoaXaii^oivoyLevo'i (A octave 

species) will be lowest in position, dynamic iieoT] (A octave 

concords" (trans, by Barker 261) . "Fitted together" [qpiioadr]) may be 
translated "attuned" (cf. apiid^w, Liddell & Scott 243, su.5) . 

Winnington-Ingram seemed to concur in his conclusions (81): "At 
least up to the fifth century B.C. (and probably the fourth) Greek music 
knew many styles of melodies differing in emotional character and named 
after Hellenic or barbarian tribes. The notes required for each 
constituted apiiovia, or tuning of the lyre." 
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species as well) will be the middle in position, and dynamic 

vqTT] uirep^oXatuv (of course, also A octave species) will be 

highest in position. With or without attunement the thetic 

notes always remain the same in position and name: after all 

they are strings and represent permanent respective 

positions and nomenclature; tuning the strings, either with 

koXXoTre"? or IIAYAD LCX, changes their sound and thus function, 

but not their order or names. 0eaet<? represent nomenclature 

of strings in their respective GPS order on the instrument, 

and represent the Thetic Octave Species System. Thetic 

irpoaXoifjLlSoivdfiev0'^ is the string always lowest in position, 

for these reasons. Thetic liearj is the string always middle 

in position. Thetic vfiTTj UTTep^oXcuLuv is the string always 

in highest position.®® Therefore, with the strings untuned 

or in 'standard attunement,' the functional notes have the 

same respective names as the thetic strings; in other words 

the Dynamic and Thetic Octave Species Systems coincide. 

From the definition of Ptolemaic Awp t o i/ above we see that 

this defines his Acjpto<; rofo"?. To play in Ptolemaic Auptot' 

we need not attune our instrument at all. 

How would we attune to each of the other Ptolemaic 

Note that these thetic strings have names which correspond to 
their physical position in space (/xlffTj = middle; vfjTT) = lowest (vertically, 
as one holds the stringed instrument) ; UTT&rri = highest (vertically, as one 
holds the instrument). The derived meaning of these terms of the GPS 
provides further evidence that the GPS was contracted on a stringed 
instrument. 
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TO VOL? We must start with 'standard attunement,' = Auptov. 

Let us tune to ML ^o\v5 LOV . MEARJ KOITOI dvvoifiLv will take the 

place of, i.e. will lend its octave species configuration 

to, the string four places (a fourth) above it, counting 

inclusively; thus thetic -noipcivfjTT] d L e ̂ euyfii VOJV , i.e. the 

fifth string from the highest on the navchv, will now be 

tuned (again, by KoXXoTre"? or /zofYoiS ta--it makes no difference 

for our argument) to IXEARJ KCXTOI BVVOLIILV, = octave species 

configuration A. If thetic rapavfiT-q 5 L e ̂  evyiii vo^v is tuned 

to octave species configuration A, then thetic vfjTTj 

de^evjiiivuv will be tuned to octave species configuration B, 

and so on. Thetic iiiorj (and of course thetic 

TipoaXoiii^oivoyLevo'^, lowest string, and thetic vfjTT] 

uirep^oXaLCJv, highest string) will be tuned to the octave 

species configuration E. Thus, in a sense, the Ml^o\06lo'; 

Tovo^ contains, in Ptolemaic method, a secondary octave 

species system, that of octave species configuration E, 

since from the lowest to the highest string one strumming in 

ML ^OXVD L 0"^ will sound out the octave species configuration 

E. We call this secondairy system the Attunement Octave 

Species System (v. supra, Octave Species System #4). 

Yet this particular apuoafxivov is not the comprehensive 

definition of Ptolemy's Mt ̂oX(35109 TOVO'^ . He makes it clear 

that the octave species which he calls Mt ̂ 0X551 o i' begins at 
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functional i r o i p v i r a T T ]  f i e o u v ,  that is, configuration F; in 

other words he refers to two separate systems, one of which 

is part of the Functional Octave Species System. We must 

conclude that Ptolemy's ML^OXV5LOV has two intermeshed 

octave species, of these two systems; one is of the 

Functional (F octave species configuration) and one is of 

the Attunement (E octave species configuration). 

Mixolydian's place in the Functional Octave Species System 

pertains to the "sound" of the Mt^oXiJSto"? tocos in a 

relative sense, and is measured by its , or ambitus; 

its place in the Attunement Octave Species System pertains 

t o  a  s p e c i f i c  a t t u n e m e n t  o f  t h e  s t r i n g s  i n  M L ^ O \ V 5  L O V  

Thus, the formation of the Functional Octave Species System 

on the strings is dependent upon the attunement of the 

strings, i.e. dependent upon the Attunement Octave Species 

System. 

Each of the T O V O L  of Ptolemy may be thought of as 

having been assigned to two different corresponding octave 

species systems, in the same way as Mt^oXiJStoi'. I have 

graphed each of the two systems with their seven species 

each in Table V (p.59). I have graphed the Attunement 

The t-ovoL of Ptolemy are noted by Winnington-Ingram to be in fact 
'retunings.' He states in his commentary on the "keys" of Aristoxenus 
(74.1), "We may believe that the thirteen TOVOL of Aristoxenus were not 
p i t c h - k e y s ,  b u t  l i k e  t h o s e  o f  P t o l e m y ,  e s s e n t i a l l y  ' r e t u n i n g s '  ( a p f i o v l o i L  ,  
l i e d a p i i o y o i L )  .  "  
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Octave Species not only from the thetic strings 

• n p o a X a f i /Savo^evo'? , [learj, and 1/77T17 airep^oXatojv, but also from 

the "middlemost" octave of the 15-note thetic system, that 

is, from the strings UIRATTJ [LIAUV and VT}TT ]  5 L e uyf i i  VOJV .  

Ptolemy himself sets the precedent for this attention to the 

"middlemost" strings: in his tables at 2.15.76-80®® (cf. 

above, table Ill.b column 3), he measures each interval of 

the octave system from thetic vfjTrj 5 L e ^ e ujixe vojv , i.e., from 

the vijTT] 5 L e ^euyfJLivuv string. 

69 
These tables are a measure of each of the intervals in each of 

f i v e  c h r o m a e ,  p e r  r o v o i ,  f i r s t  f r o m  t h e  s t r i n g  ( t h e t i c )  v f j T r ]  6  l  £  ̂ e u y i i i v w v  
("cnro vfjTTi';"), then from the string (thetic) iiiarj ("aird neair;") . If you 
apply my qualifications of the relations between Biaei'; and flufd/iet"? per 
Tovo'; to these tables in this thetic interpretation of vrjTT] and piicr), you 
will find that the duvaiieL'i in each table are such that ;iear} = octave 
species configuration A, as usual. For example, let us examine his first 
table, Mt^oXOSto";, onro I'fjTrj'?. Now, the Mt^o\06to<; TOVO'; is to be qualified 
by a relation between deaei^ and such that functional note y takes 
the place of thetic note x four notes above it, counting inclusively. The 
thetic configuration given from vfjTr] 6 l e j^euyiJii vuv in MtfoXOStov is the 
following: 28/27, 8/7, 9/8, 22/21, 12/11, 7/6, 9/8. This may be 
transformed into two magnitudes of diatonic intervals, the whole tone and 
half-tone/semi-tone. The whole tones are 8/7, 9/8, 12/11, and 7/6; the 
half- or semi-tones are 28/27 and 22/21. Thus we have the octave species 
configuration H,1,1,1,1,1. This constitutes the B octave species 
configuration. If thetic vfjTT] 6 l s ̂ evynivujv then has the octave species 
configuration B, following Fig.l (supra), since we are working in 
Mt^oX06to<J, the dynamic note four places below vrjrr] 6 L e vyni vuv will take 
i t s  p l a c e .  T h e r e f o r e ,  d y n a m i c  i t a p a f i i o T ]  t a k e s  i t s  p l a c e .  D y n a m i c  i r a p a f x i a T j  
= octave species configuration B, so dynamic iiiarj, the note preceding it, = 

octave species configuration A. 
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Table V. Attunement & Functional Octave Species Systems Per 
Ptolemaic TOVO^ 

Accunemenc O.S.S. 
o. s. conf.fr. im&TT) n.lauiv 
&  v f i r i ]  b i ^ ^ t v y n l v i j i v  

Attunement Octave Species System strings 
o.s.config. fr. TrpodXa^^., 

Ptolemaic r6i'0«? & tnrep .strings 

octave species Functional O.S.S. 

ML ^ O XV 5  L O V  E B F 

A v 5  L O V  F C E 

^ p O y  L O V  G D D 

Awp t 0 V  A E C 

Y l T O k v d  L  0  V  B F B 

Y i T o c p p O y  L  0  V  C G A 

YLTODUP L 0 V D A G 

Note that each of the octave species configurations of the 

Attunement Octave Species System from (thetic) vfirr] 

5 te^evyfiivuv represent the thetic configurations given by 

Ptolemy in his tables at 2.15.76-80 {v. fn. 68 for 

calculations in Mt ̂o\i56 t of) , that is, B, C, D, E, F, G, A. These 

configurations exactly match the e'ldr] of both Cleonides and 

Aristides Quintilianus (cf. Table IIIc,d). As noted above 

in my comment on Tables III c & d, the eldrj of both 

Cleonides and Aristides Quintilianus are such that the 

progression of pitch of octave species must decrease rather 

than increase from ML ^oXvd LOV to Yirodup LOV ; likewise, 

Ptolemy's Attunement Octave Species System (from thetic vriT-q 
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5  L e ^ e v y f i i v u v  identical to that which contains the e ' l d r j  of 

these theorists) also contains octave species configurations 

which decrease rather than increase in pitch starting at 

lAî oXvd Lov . Such information is very useful and 

illuminating. Let us gather information we have with regard 

to pitch of consecutive octave species from HL ^O\VD LOV to 

Yirodup L 0 u: Table VI gives such information with regard to 

species of TO VOL, e'lb-q, and Ptolemy's Attunement and 

Functional Octave Species Systems. 

TsJsle VI. Direction of pitch of octave species 
configurations within various types of octave species 
systems, from M i  ̂ o X v S  c  o y  to Y i r o d c j p  L  o v  i  

Pcol. rfivoi Cleonides' eiSq Arscides' (16q PCol. Attunement; 

Octave Species Sys 

decrease increase increase increase 

We may conclude from the information presented that the e'/dr j  

of Cleonides and of Aristides Quintilianus are simply the 

members of Ptolemy's Attunement Octave Species System, i.e., 

the progression of the octave species configurations 

corresponding to each of seven attunements of each string on 

the KOIVQV .  This, then, is why from ML^O\V6 toy to Yirodup L ov 

these systems all increase rather than decrease: the 

apiJLoafievov of the strings represents the antiquated method 

of distinguishing ML ^O\V5 LOV, KV5LOV, ^POYLOV, etc., a 
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method of tuning the instrument in which (for 

whatever reason) became the name of the octave species with 

the lowest attunement of every string, and Yirodup LOV the 

name for that octave species with the highest. Ptolemy's 

octave species configurations within the Attunement Octave 

Species System, then, incorporate the e/Srj of Cleonides and 

Aristides, and are simply the seven attunements of the 

strings of instruments. Each string, in other words, simply 

put, was tuned in seven different ways; these made up the 

Attunement Octave Species System. 

Those systems in Table VI which say 'decrease' are 

those which do as we expect, that is, they are systems which 

make ML^O\V5LOV the highest octave species and decrease 

therefrom, and Yirodcjp L ov, as expected, becomes the lowest 

octave species. These systems are themselves functional, 

not attunement systems; they do not represent in themselves 

the attunement of the strings, yet each corresponds to one 

specific attunement, the attunement of its and where 

attunement of strings is a separate but intertwined system. 

The Functional Octave Species Systems of Ptolemy and 

Bryennius are clearly assigned 'letters', i.e., their 

respective octave species configurations, by their T67ro<7, or 

ambitus. The Attunement Octave Species are each assigned 

'letters,' i.e., their respective octave species 



Table VZ. Ptoloay: Btati's, ivvAtitii, rfivoi 
(Functloaal Octave Specie* System), ft 
Xttunement Octave Specie* Syetem 

« ^ Q 

rAni intpffoXatw^ 

ratfav4rfi tfvc^tfoXafwr 

TptT^ i /wtf i f ioXalu»* 

waoawl^Tii OtirfrvaCrwv 

rptni dtcfcrrMf'w* 

wapaalsn* 

tflfif* 

Xtjnv^c 

waowmrii ntcvw* 

vnrm aleu9* 

Xtxavdc tfvarwv* 

*o0VTOrif tfwdrwv 

cnr4rif c/v6Tur 

vootfXaitM 

tfV(00eXaCwr* 

varoovtfnr tn€0fiaXa[ti9* 

Tptrii into0okatuw^ 
vi^Tii 6t€(€»jitlru9* a 

1°  1 
rptrri AiffcvTM^"w* c 
ra0O|il9ifi B 

ttl91|« A 

Xixa'^C (ilffur* G 

vapvTdrTi nl^ur* F 

inr^TT) ti(tfur« E 

Xi^ardc </Tftruv* D 

H a 

«•«—» 

-.•• J : ••-•1- - J ^ 
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configurations, by their end-string attunements. 

In Table VII (p.62), I have represented the 0eaet<? and 

dvvafj.eL'; of Ptolemy. These are represented in the column in 

the far left. Above is the Thetic Octave Species System 

(0eaet?) of the GPS, and below the Dynamic Octave Species 

System (61; i/a/ze t<?) . Under the columns in the middle labeled 

"T5VOL" I have represented (above) Ptolemy's TO VOL as they 

would appear graphed on each of their respective thetic 

strings, i.e. on the deaet^. Below I have graphed each of 

these same Ptolemaic TO VOL on the 15-note Dynamic Octave 

Species System, i.e. on the dwaiieL^;. The progressions of 

TO VOL (shaded) in the top seven columns thus represent their 

placement on the strings on the navuiv; the progressions of 

TovoL (shaded also) in the bottom seven columns represent 

their relative pitch and octave species. 

The columns on the far right, on top, represent the octave 

species configurations of the Attunement Octave Species 

System, that is, the octave species configurations of the 

attunements of the strings corresponding to each respective 

Ptolemaic roi/o<;. For each of the TO VOL graphed on the 

6eaet<? (i.e., top middle), there is a corresponding 

attunement in the Attunement Octave Species System. 

Likewise, each of the fleaet"? of the GPS in the far left 

column are tuned in seven variations, corresponding to one 

of seven variations {TO VOL) of the Attunement Octave Species 
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System. We may use M L ^ O \ 0 5  L O V  as a paradigm again. The 

octave species of YIL^OXVD LOV may be observed easily on the 

bottom columns, where the TOVQL are graphed on the 

The octave species configuration of this TOVO'? is F, that 

i s ,  f r o m  t h e  D V V A F I L ^  T T C T P V I R A T T I  F X E O O I V  t o  D V V A ^ X L ' ?  T P L T T J  

U T T £ P ( 3 O X O I L ( I 3 V  .  I n  t h e  a b o v e  c o l u m n s ,  w e  s e e  t h a t  M L ^ O X 0 5 L O V  

extends from thetic IRAPAIIIATJ to thetic UITOITT} UTTOCTO^V ; or, of 

course, vice-versa, from thetic UTTOCTT} UIRATUV to thetic 

•KoipaiieaTi. If we look at the column with the Attunement 

Octave Species configurations (top right) we see that in the 

MFIL ^OX05 LO'̂  TOVO'̂ , UTTOITTI UTTOITOIV and irapafiearj each represent 

the octave species configuration F. Both above and below, 

then, we see that F is the configuration of the Mt ̂oXi;6to<? 

Tovo'^. Whereas the dOvaiiL^ irapuiTaTr] liiauv always represents 

t h e  F  o c t a v e  s p e c i e s  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  ( i . e .  i n  a l l  T O V O L ,  

according to the Dynamic Octave Species System), thetic 

TTOipaixearj represents (=is tuned to) the F octave species 

configuration only in Furthermore, the 

relationship between thetic TRAPOTFIEAR] and dynamic IRAPVITATT} 

lieaoiv in the ML^OXV6LOS TOCO"? conforms exactly to the 

stipulations we set forth above for the relation between the 

dwotjieLS and 0eaet<? of Mi^oXOdiov (cf. Table IV); that is, 

dynamic note y takes the place of thetic note x which is a 

fourth above it. U a p a i M e a r j  is a fourth above i r a p v i r o i T T ]  i i e c u v .  
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In the column of thetic octave species from bottom 

string to top (or from middle) we see that the Attunement 

octave species configuration of ML ^O\VD LOV is E. This 

conforms with the table on Ptolemy's octave species 

configurations of the Attunement Octave Species System 

(Table V, column 2 row 1) . 

As said above, this Attunement octave species taken 

from thetic VFJTT] 5 TE^EVYNIVUV (=B in Mt f oXOS t o i') conforms 

precisely with the e/5o9 ML ^o\05 L ov of both Cleonides and 

Aristides Quintilianus (cf. Table V, column 3, row 1). This 

is not in itself remarkable, but it is rather remarkable to 

observe the entire progression of Attunement octave species 

configurations from ML^OXV5LOV to YIRODOJP LOV at the 

UTTOITF] JIEAUIV and VFJTT} 5 L E^EUYIIEUUV (cf. top right column. 

Table VII) in comparison to the entire progression of the 

octave species configurations of the eldt] of Cleonides and 

Aristides also from ML^O\V6 LOV to YIRODWP lov (cf. Table IIIc. 

and Illd). For we come up with not only the same direction 

of change of pitch (cf. Table VI, columns 2,3, and 4) but 

also the exact same octave species progression and 

correspondence of names; Mt^oXiJStoi/ = B, A06LOV = C, • I 'PVYLOV 

= D, LDIPLOV = E, YiroXOd Lov = F, YTro(f>pvy LOV = G, and 

YTTodup Lov = A. As said above, this is very illuminating. I 

do not view this as a coincidence. Rather, I think, we 
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should believe Cleonides in saying (again we take M . L ^ O \ V 5 L O V  

as our paradigm): 

E U T L  6 E  A I T O  O T T O I T T ] ' ;  c/TrofToji/ e i r l  IRAPAFIEATIU ,  e n a k e l r o  

5E UITO TUIV APXCXLOJV I IL^OXVB LOV 

The e a r l i e s t  of musicians and theorists--no doubt, as I 

concluded above, those who multiplied instead of added 

intervals--used this octave species configuration 

progression for each of the TOVOL, making ML ^o\u5 L ov = the 

lowest and = octave species configuration B. On the ancient 

KOLvCiv or its equivalent we may assume that there existed the 

TOTTO? of an octave. When the GPS was created later with its 

fifteen notes, the expansion moved in both directions; iiear] 

was left in the middle, but VTITT} moved up from the position 

at (what is called in the GPS) vtitt] d L e ̂ evyfiivuv and became 

vfjTT} uirep^oXaLOiv; likewise, UTTotTTj moved down from its 

position at (what is called in the GPS) u-nout] iieaoiv and 

became TTpoaXafi^OivofJLevo'^ Thus the "archetype" KOti'dii' had 

cleonides 19.S-7 (text: Solomon). Cleonides gives at this 
citation the octave species listed in Table III.c, and here, above. He 
uses the phrase i/ird TWV APXOTI(^V only with Mi^oXOSto"?, but it is natural to 
assume that this is an abridgement only for the sake of brevity, which is 
his trademark. 

cf. Nicomachus 11.256: "To the ancient style of lyra, that is the 
seven-stringed one, put together by the conjunction of two tetrachords (in 
which mese formed a boundary for both the concordant intervals, the upper 
boundary of the lower tetrachord, which goes down to hypate, and the lower 
boundary for the upper tetrachord, which goes up to nete), they added two 
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disjunctive GPS notes from UTTOITT] fiecciiv to v f j T T j  5  L e ^ e v y ^ i v u v ,  

or eight notes, or perhaps seven if we subtract one at the 

top or bottom. Its octave species were represented by the 

configurative progression B, C, D, E, F, G, and A. The 

strings were attuned"'^ such that the highest and lowest 

would play such a progression of octave species 

configurations. ML^O\V5LOV was the name given to the 

attunement wherein the lowest and highest strings, i.e., 

UTToiTT} fieawv and vf\rr} 5 l e ^euyfiivojv, respectively, played 

octave species B. Av5LOV was the name given to the 

attunement wherein the lowest and highest strings, i.e., 

uiTCiTri y.ea(j3v and vf\Tr\ bie^evyiievoiv, respectively, played 

octave species C; and so on. Finally, Yirodup LOV was the 

name given to the attunement v/herein the lowest and highest 

s t r i n g s ,  i . e . ,  U T T O I T T ]  i i e a t i v  a n d  v f \ T r \  5  l  e  u y f i i  i / c j y  ,  

respectively, played octave species A.''^ 

We may conclude, then, that the €/5T ]  of Cleonides and 

more tetrachords, one at each end" (trans, by Barker 263). Cf. also 

Ptolemy Harmonics 3.89.-3.90. 

As noted above by Nicomachus' quote (fn.54), these were the 
ancient harmoniae, or "tunings." I have postulated their mechanical 
configuration with respect to the three other (Hellenistic) octave species 
but can only speculate (in vain) upon the sound which the Attunement 
species originally put forth to the Greek ear, when there was presumably no 
GPS to accompany it. We must follow Plato, who makes clear that the 
ancient harmoniae each had what were known by theorists to be associated 
with feelings and moods {Republic 3 98d-3 99a). 

Originally, these end notes corresponded to octave species 
configuration A in YirodHjp lov; (lia-q did so in Awptof. Cf. Table VI, 
Attunement Octave Species System. 
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Aristides Quintilianus represent the most ancient version of 

the octave species ML ^O\V5 LOV, AV5LOV, etc. They were 

originally called TO VOL (as Ptolemy's and Bryennius' were 

even much later); yet the appellation was removed at some 

point and replaced with the names e'ibr] and axviJ-oiToi 

Ptolemy's tables (most ostensibly 2.15.76-80) yield the 

Attunement Octave Species configuration B from thetic VTITT] 

5 L e ^evyixivajv, in ML^O\I}5LOV, and stipulate that the other 

TovoL have the same patterns of octave species as do the 

e/STj of Cleonides and Aristides, as summarized above. These 

Attunement octave species, also, represent our archetypal 

instrument and the original octave species system of 

Mt 101/, etc. 

H o v o L ,  therefore, were originally a set of seven tuning 

variations of octave species; they represented from lowest 

to highest the octave species configurations B,C,D,E,F,G and 

A ;  t h e s e  w e r e  c a l l e d  U L ^ O X V D  L O V ,  A O S L O U ,  ^ P V J L O V ,  A U P L O V ,  

YiroXOd Lov , Ytto^puy t 0 f , and Ynodcjp L o u , respectively. To 

change TOVOL a musician would attune the strings to the 

appropriate octave species. 

In the most ancient octave species there were no 

absolute keys or absolute pitch, of course, but there seems 

Cf. Solomon, Cleonides (301): "These names did not originally 

label the  a x f j l i o t r c e  o f  t h e  d i a  p a s o n ;  t h e y  o r i g i n a l l y  l a b e l e d  a c t u a l  T O V O L  
{=apnov tai) and were later transferred to the axfji^oiTa" [a6r] = ax^fioiTa] . 
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to have been a * standard attunement, ' out of which developed 

the Dynamic System of the GPS. According to Ptloemy, this 

'standard attunement' was represented by the Adiptoi/ species. 
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d .  L u p i o v  eind * Standard Attunement'. 

As Macran and others have noted, if there was any-

tonic note in ancient Greek music, or a note most important, 

it seems to have been ^earj. I would add to this 

observation, however, that such a note must have been not 

only iJLearj but iiiarj playing the octave species configuration 

A. I have shown in this paper how iiicrr] always plays the 

octave species configuration A in the 'standard attunement' 

of the disjunctive GPS, that is, in the Dynamic Octave 

Species System, which is identical in the works of seemingly 

all of the Hellenistic theorists. In terms of the Octave 

Species Systems, this means that the Dynamic Octave Species 

System may be sounded out and played by--and is equivalent 

to--the Thetic Octave Species System when the Attunement 

System is in 'standard attunement'. 

Admittedly, though every octave species plays dynamic 

ixiarj as A, only one of our seven octave species of 

Mt ̂oXi36 t 01', Av5 Lov, etc., can play thetic iiearj as octave 

species A, that is play both thetic (< the Thetic Octave 

Species System) and dynamic (< the Dynamic Octave Species 

Macran (70-71) responds to Aristotle quote about iiiar]. Problems 
XIX.20; cf. fn. 80: "It is hard to imagine how the nature of a tonic could 
be more clearly and truly indicated than it has been by the author of this 
passage in the description of the Mese. And as he expressly states that 
the Mese is the centre of unity in all good music, he must have recognized 
only one modality." 
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System) octave species configuration A. In the case of the 

'ancient' octave species which Cleonides and Aristides 

Quintilianus call 6/617 one may clearly see that only in the 

Aa3pto<; Tdvo<^ will thetic iiear\ (i.e. the middlemost string) 

play octave species configuration A (of. table VII, 

Attunement Octave Species System). When octave species 

configuration A is played by fiecfTj, (and in the GPS therefore 

played also by iTpoaXa[i^av6fj.evo^ and vfjTTj uireplSoXaLuv) , our 

'thetic' and 'dynamic' notes coincide; as stated above 

(Table IV) this occurs in the Ptolemaic Aajpto9 TOVO'^ 

Aoiptoi/, therefore, is the locus of standard attunement 

for Ptolemy, the only attunement wherein thetic ixearj 

coincides with dynamic /xear/ and plays octave species 

configuration A. Clearly the standard attunement of the GPS 

was constructed from the attunement of Ptolemaic Acjptof.''® 

But what of the T O  V O L  of the other theorists: is thetic 

liiaTj treated as octave species configuration A in Aoiptoi/? 

Winnington-Ingram (65) : "It [the 15-stringed instrument] is not 
always tuned in this way [i.e. to the Changeless System]; but the 
correspondence of 5eat9 and duvatif? in the Dorian gives us a fixed standard 
by which to note the aberrations of the others." 

Winnington-Ingram: "But there is another aspect of Greek theory 
[besides the conception of TO VOL "as parts of a fimdamental series of notes 
and intervals"] that implies standardisation in still greater measure. It 
is the analysis of the fundamental scale into tetrachords and the doctrine 
of the variation of the genera within those tetrachords. For, if some 
notes are 'standing-notes, ' while others can move according to genus within 
a certain locus, it is hard to see how this can fail to give emphasis to 
the 'standing-notes' and so to impose on all music that makes use of this 
variation a flavour that can justly be described as Dorian; for the 
structure of the Greater Perfect System is but an extension of the 
structure of the Dorian octave" (77-78) . 
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What of their attunements in Auptov? We must examine this. 

The information we are given does not answer that 

question. From Table III we may observe the range, or 

TOTTO"?, of each octave species of the Functional Octave 

Species System according to the four theorists listed. 

First w e  note that from Bryennius' correct tables (III.a 

column 1 and 2), Aajpto"? extends from octave species 

configuration D to D, that is, from dynamic XLXOCVO'^ OiraToiv 

t o  d y n a m i c  i r a p a v f i T T j  5  L  e  ̂ e v y f i e  v o ^ v  .  

From Ptolemy's table (Table Ill.b) we see that LCipiov 

extends from octave species configuration C to C, that is 

from dynamic i roipvirciTT} UIROCTITIV to dynamic TPLTTJ 5 L e VUV .  

We have already seen how in Ptolemy's L C i p i o v ,  thetic f i e a r j  

and dynamic iJ.ecfT} coincide. 

From the tables of Cleonides and Aristides Quintilianus 

(Tables III.c and Ill.d) we see that Aojp t o f extends from 

octave species configuration E to E, that is, from dynamic 

u i ro iT r }  i i eau iv  to dynamic vf jTr ]  6  L e  ̂ evyf j .e  ucov .  

I have interpreted Cleonides' and Aristides' e/Srj as 

attunement octave species configurations from thetic vf jTT)  

6 t e f e uy/xe f cjf above in order to precisely explain the 

relationship between Ptolemy's 5vvafj.eL^ and diaei';. The 

Attunement octave species were given the same seven names as 

t h e  T O V O L  o f  P t o l e m y  a n d  B r y e n n i u s ,  i . e . ,  ^ M . L ^ O \ V 5  L O V  ,  
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A V 5 L O V ,  ^ P V Y L O V ' ,  etc. 

However, the reader will have noted that I have yet to 

explain why Bryennius' seven TOVOL (of the Functional Octave 

Species System, an entirely separate entity from the 

Attunement Octave Species, or e'tdt], though having the same 

seven respective names) have the ranges they have. The 

disagreement in general between the theorists regarding the 

range of each octave species within the Functional Octave 

Species System is insurmountable. There seems to have been 

fundamental confusion and little rigidity in regard to the 

stipulations of octave species configurations within this 

system: as one can see from above, where there are three 

versions of the octave species configurations of the end 

notes of Acjptoi/ out of only four theorists.^' Evidently, 

then, the 'sound', or 'mood' or each of the seven species, 

which determined the seven subsets of the Functional Octave 

Species System, was fixed by something other than the notes 

on the borders of these ranges, notes by which the theorists 

measured the octave species, or TOVOL, nevertheless, in 

Gombosi Key, Mode, Species (20): "The Greek concept of key...was 
coupled with that of the tone system and had a more or less rigidly defined 
ambitus." Yet the Functional Octave Species System is the Greek concept of 
his "key." Therefore, I disagree with him. There is nothing "rigid" about 
the ambitus of these "keys", for ranges are not agreed upon at all. Nor 
are they defined by some mythical absolute pitch. Wellesz: "Absolute pitch 
is nothing if not a practical convention, and it cannot exist in convention 
or in practice without some consistent terms of reference to pitch. Both 
the nomenclature and the number of tonoi were in endless fluctuation and 
dispute" (3 50) . 
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their treatises. Gombosi's thesis may ser^/e well here, that 

the octave species were a "concept of a structure of a 

practical-technical nature."''® 

It is thus impossible that the Hellenistic theorists or 

the ancient Greek musicians regarded these border notes as 

tonal 'tonic' notes in modern sense. Rather, as I have 

postulated, fiioTj was the only thing close to a modern 

'tonal' tonic note, but not insofar as it was a border of an 

octave range. 

We have two alternatives from this point, having 

concluded that iiiarj was the (tonal) tonic. We may assume 

that the octave species configurations of the Functional 

Octave Species System given by each theorist for the seven 

octave species are to be built on a system wherein dynamic 

and thetic notes are identical, that is, where one 

attunement is to be used. This attunement, of course, from 

our evidence, must have thetic/dynamic iiearj as octave 

species configuration A; thus by this system ixia-q must 

always be 'tonic A', wherever it is located in any octave 

species.In this case the 'sound' of \ieaT{, so praised in 

Gombosi Key, Mode, Species (25) . 

That is, strictly speaking, wherever the octave species are 
located with respect to thetic ixiarj, or the middlemost string, which would 
always play the A octave species configuration. The actual motion in this 
case would be in the change of octave species. 
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Aristotle,®® would exert a fundamental aural force over the 

sound of each octave species, but would do so from a variety 

of positions relative to the TOVOL: through three octave 

species, now from the lower end of the range, now from the 

middle, now from the top.®^ Our other alternative, having 

postulated fiear} as tonic, is Ptolemaic.®^ We must apply 

Ptolemy's relations between 6eaet<; and duvaixet'^ (v. Table 

IV) to all of Hellenistic music theory. In this case, then, 

the nature of LQpiov would be such that thetic iieur] would be 

attuned to the A octave species, i.e., to dynamic iiearj; 

every other octave species system would be tuned such that 

thetic fxear] would play every other octave species 

configuration except A. In this situation, thetic notes 

coincide with dynamic only in hC^piov; and in every other 

octave species system, thetic notes are played which are 

given different names as dwaiiet'^ (cf. Table VII). Dynamic 

Aristotle, Problems XIX.20: "Why is it that if the Mese is 
altered, after the other chords have been tuned, the instrument is felt to 
be out of tune not only when the Mese is sounded, but through the whole of 
the music-whereas if the Lichanus or any other note is out of tune, it 
seems to be perceived only when that note is struck? It is to be explained 
on the ground that all good melodies often use the Mese, and all good 
composers resort to it frequently, and if they leave it soon return again, 
but do not make the same use of any other note?" (Trans, by Monro, Modes of 
Ancient Greek Music 43, quoted in Macran 70). 

Cf. also Shirlaw (25-7) who sets forth that there were several 
tonics, according to which series of fifth was being played. 

Winnington-Ingram notes that the fourth note from the bottom, 
i.e., thetic mese, is "modally important" (70) in Ptolemy's tables at 2.15 
[OTTTO ufjTT]<;], but still rejects the interpretation of mese as universal 
tonic in Aristotle XIX.20. 
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liiarj would play A from a different thesis in each roco"?. 

Ptolemy is the only theorist who gives the thetic 

information which can be inteirpreted as attunement 

variations, and to apply it to other theorists would be 

the purest of speculations. I leave my conclusions to be 

absorbed by the reader; with Ptolemy's assistance, 

primarily, I have reconstructed as I have been able the 

theoretical and practical infrastructure of Hellenistic 

a p f i o  V  L  i c a .  
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